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Over the last decade, unconventional hydrocarbon resources have led the United States
to a spot atop the list of largest oil producers in the world. During this time, major improve-
ments in both technology and the general knowledge of shale reservoirs have driven down
production costs while improving oil and gas recovery rates. The Reservoir Characterization
Project (RCP) Phase XVII work seeks to further these advancements through a study of the
value of time-lapse datasets and advanced reservoir characterization methods in the Eagle
Ford Shale of South Texas, one of the most prolific unconventional plays in the world.
RCP’s project involves the analysis of various geophysical, geological, and engineering
datasets sampling an approximately 50-square-mile study area of the Eagle Ford play. The
available geophysical data includes time-lapse, multicomponent seismic data and vertical
seismic profiles, along with microseismic event monitoring during hydraulic fracturing. The
work presented in this thesis seeks to study the value of the nine-component surface seismic
data for seismic amplitude variation with offset/angle (AVO/AVA) inversion and reservoir
characterization.
The vast majority of seismic datasets utilized in the oil and gas industry are single-
component P-wave (PP) surveys. Nine-component surveys, which include converted wave
(PS) data and pure-shear (SS) data, are rarely acquired due to the added costs and complex-
ity of acquisition, processing, and interpretation. However, a better understanding of the
additional information available in these datasets could be useful for determining whether
or not these acquisitions are worthwhile. My analysis begins with their theoretical value for
seismic inversion, which aims to recover P-impedance, S-impedance, and density models from
recorded seismic amplitudes. Based on linearized approximations of the Zoeppritz equations,
which describe the AVA of each data type, I determine that the PP data alone can provide ac-
curate estimates of P-impedance; however, S-impedance and density are poorly constrained.
iii
The AVA equations suggest that PS data should improve estimates of S-impedance, but that
SS data are likely necessary to obtain the critically important density term. These hypothe-
ses are tested and confirmed through inversions of synthetic seismograms modeled from well
log values, but with varying elastic parameters within the reservoir. The synthetic data are
also used for comparison and quality control of the field data.
After conditioning the field data, most notably through the removal of unrealistic lateral
amplitude variations, four inversion methods are applied using a commercial software pack-
age: poststack PP, poststack SS (TT component), prestack PP, and joint prestack PP-PS.
Inversion parameters are extensively tested to optimize results, and their effects are discussed
along with some of the potential drawbacks of the methods applied. Comparing the inver-
sion outputs shows that the joint inversion method produces the best results to utilize for
further analysis and interpretation. Next, from the impedance estimates, elastic properties
are calculated and analyzed. The results indicate that the seismic data are controlled mostly
by matrix properties and see little influence of pore fluids. Finally, elastic property maps are
compared to microseismic event locations and production. These comparisons suggest that
the inversion results can be used to predict hydraulic fracture behavior and locate ‘sweet
spots,’ or zones of greater hydrocarbon production potential in the Eagle Ford, which could
result in more efficient field development.
To further study the potential benefits of including pure-shear wave modes in an AVA
inversion workflow in ways that could not be accomplished through commercially available
software packages, a code is developed for independent or joint inversion of PP, PS, and SS
wave modes. It is applied to the Eagle Ford field data, and a method of anomaly detection
through analysis of the inversion prediction error is demonstrated. Though the project data
is suboptimal for testing the SS modes, findings indicate that the addition of S-wave data
slightly improves the density estimates at the cost of decreased resolution due to the lower
temporal frequency. In a location where accurate density values are required for reservoir
characterization, this could potentially justify the added cost of S-wave acquisition.
iv
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO SEISMIC INVERSION AND RCP’S EAGLE FORD PROJECT
The Reservoir Characterization Project (RCP) at Colorado School of Mines has a strong
history of advanced research on the benefits of multicomponent seismic data for reservoir
characterization. The work presented in this thesis builds upon previously acquired knowl-
edge and examines the value of nine-component (9-C) land seismic data in improving inver-
sion results to help geophysicists gain a better understanding of the subsurface. This chapter
provides an overview of seismic inversion and RCP’s Eagle Ford Project.
1.1 Seismic Reflection Data and Inversion
Since its first use for petroleum exploration purposes in the 1920s (Wells, 2018), reflec-
tion seismology has been one of the primary methods of understanding the local structure of
Earth’s subsurface and has contributed to the discovery of oil and gas reserves around the
world. In the 1960s and ’70s, the value of seismic data as an exploration tool was further im-
proved with the discovery of so called “bright spots” as direct hydrocarbon indicators and the
emergence of digital recording. These advances allowed geophysicists to begin to understand
that seismic reflection amplitudes carried important information about subsurface proper-
ties (Chopra and Marfurt, 2005). At this point, seismic data were no longer just a source of
structural information. Since then, a multitude of amplitude-based seismic attributes have
evolved to maximize the value of seismic data. These developments have revolutionized ex-
ploration for hydrocarbon resources and significantly improved success rates of newly drilled
wells. In recent years, with the increased interest in unconventional resource plays due to
improvements in hydraulic fracturing methods combined with the advent of horizontal wells,
seismic data have become an important tool for characterizing lateral changes in reservoir,
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rock, and geomechanical properties to improve well placement and maximize hydrocarbon
recovery in these difficult tight reservoirs.
One of the advancements that came with the knowledge that seismic amplitudes provide
valuable subsurface information was seismic inversion. This method uses seismic reflection
data to make an informed estimate of what combination of subsurface structure and prop-
erties were required to create the observed reflections. Seismic inversion methods are often
used to predict ideal targets for oil and gas wells, both in virgin reservoirs and highly devel-
oped fields. My work seeks to combine multiple surface seismic datasets to produce optimal
inversion results (i.e., the most accurate estimate of subsurface properties) in order to im-
prove reservoir characterization and future development. The methods utilized are described
in further detail in the following section.
1.2 Seismic Inversion
1.2.1 Convolutional Model and Poststack Acoustic Impedance Inversion
A basic understanding of the seismic inversion process begins with what is known as the
“convolutional model.” First described in Robinson (1967), this model states that a seismic
trace is the result of the convolution of a seismic wavelet with a reflectivity series. This can
be written mathematically as
(1.1)s(t) = w(t) ∗ r(t) + n(t),
where s(t) is the seismic trace, w(t) is the wavelet, r(t) is the reflectivity series, n(t) is
noise, and the ∗ symbol represents the temporal convolution operator. Figure 1.1 provides
a visual representation of this operation. The reflectivity series is based on the layering of
rocks of varying properties in the subsurface. For pure-mode zero-offset reflections, it can






where V1ρ1 and V2ρ2 are the product of velocity and density for the layer above and below
the interface at time t, respectively. This product is also known as “impedance” (Z ), and





Figure 1.1: A visual representation of the convolutional model. Layers of varying rock prop-
erties in the subsurface create impedance contrasts that correspond to positive or negative
reflection coefficients scaled by the relative contrast. This reflectivity series convolved with
the wavelet of the propagating seismic wave results in the seismic response recorded at a
receiver.
From the convolutional model, it is clear that any given seismic trace will be dependent
upon the sequence of local changes in subsurface layer properties. This understanding can
be used to our advantage in trying to determine the reflectivity model that created a given
sequence of measured reflections in a seismic trace, section, or volume. This is exactly what
is done in conventional poststack inversion of P-wave, or acoustic, reflection amplitudes.
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Here, given a wavelet and the seismic data, Equation 1.1 can be solved for the reflectiv-
ity sequence in time. This sequence can be used to obtain estimates of relative acoustic
impedance, which can then be combined with a background low-frequency impedance trend
(usually estimated from borehole data or seismic velocities) to estimate absolute impedance
values. Since acoustic impedance is dependent upon various rock properties, such as density,
lithology, porosity, and pore fluids, this result can give valuable geologic information about
a reservoir and potentially contribute to exploration or development decisions.
1.2.2 AVO/AVA Prestack Inversion
When moving beyond the poststack domain, seismic inversion becomes more complex,
but also results in significantly more information about the subsurface. This is because
the amplitude variation with offset/angle (AVO/AVA) can help us estimate more properties
than impedance alone. The exact amplitude behavior with varying angle for all reflected
and transmitted plane waves at an interface is described by the Zoeppritz equations. Due to
the difficulty of solving these equations and their unintuitive nature, there have been many
attempts to linearize them (Fatti et al., 1994; Shuey, 1985; Smith and Gidlow, 1987). One
of the more commonly used forms is described by Aki and Richards (2002), who give the




























where θ is the angle of incidence, VP , VS, and ρ are the averaged values of the P-wave velocity,
S-wave velocity, and density of the layers above and below the interface, and ∆ represents the
change in a property across the interface. The approximate P-wave AVO/AVA response can
be described by three parameters at a given subsurface interface: relative P-wave velocity,
S-wave velocity, and density contrasts between the upper and lower layers. Because the
contribution of each of these factors varies with angle, we can use prestack seismic data to
estimate a model that best fits this angle-dependent response. The contributions of each ∆
term to the total P-wave reflectivity (i.e., the values of the coefficient in front of each ∆ term),
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as described by the linearized approximation in Equation 1.4, are shown in Figure 1.2. From
this figure, the zero-offset reflectivity is controlled completely by the P-wave velocity and
density contrasts, as shown in Equation 1.2. At larger angles of incidence, the contribution
of the density term deviates from P-wave velocity, and the S-wave velocity starts to have a
more significant effect. Accordingly, estimates of density and S-wave velocity become better
resolved when long-offset data are available, although it is important to keep in mind that
the Aki-Richards linearized approximations can become highly inaccurate at far offsets for
certain combinations of parameters (Haase, 2004). Additionally, it is difficult to differentiate
the effects of each term, and thus these estimates may be poorly constrained by PP data
alone.
Figure 1.2: Contribution of individual terms to P-wave AVA behavior. Note the dependence
upon γ = VP
VS




terms, which is shown by varying the ratio in the
dash-dotted and dashed curves. The sum of contributions for a typical γ value of 2 is shown









Once we have optimal estimates of all of the parameters, we can use them to develop a
better understanding of the subsurface than would be possible with only P-impedance from
poststack inversion. Crossplots of various combinations of these values from well logs can
help us more accurately constrain lithology, fluid, and petrophysical properties. Additionally,
geomechanical parameters that have major impacts on hydraulic fracture behavior and,
accordingly, ultimate hydrocarbon recovery in tight formations like the Eagle Ford (Sun
et al., 2015), can be acquired from the inversion results. These processes are discussed in
further detail in Chapter 5.
1.2.3 Multicomponent Data and Joint Inversion
Seismic body waves are often categorized into three modes: primary, or compressional,
“P-waves” and two categories of secondary, or shear, “S-waves.” All three of these body
waves induce different particle motions and thus have the potential to provide different
information about the media through which they travel. Seismic reflection data are further
classified as PP, PS, SS, and SP, where the first and second letter indicate the downgoing
and upgoing wave modes, respectively. In this simplified notation, the two types of S-waves,
SV and SH, are grouped together because their kinematics are the same in an isotropic
case. More details on this topic are addressed in Chapter 2, but here it is important to note
that in practice, PP (single-component) data represent the majority of seismic reflection
data acquired. Because of the added cost and complexity, multicomponent data, which also
records (and sometimes excites) propagating S-waves, are rarely acquired. Additionally,
when multicomponent surveys are conducted, they usually only obtain three-component
(3-C) data, meaning a vertical source recorded into three-component receivers. Full nine-
component (9-C) surveys with horizontal sources are rarely acquired. This is potentially
leaving a valuable source of information about the subsurface untapped.
RCP Phase XVI work showed the theoretical value of multicomponent data for fracture
and anisotropy characterization (Omar, 2018) and the improvement in inversion results for
S-impedance from including the converted-wave (PS) field data in a joint simultaneous in-
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version workflow (Copley, 2018). My work seeks to further analyze the potential benefit
of converted-wave and pure-shear datasets for seismic inversion, using the Eagle Ford 9-C
dataset described in Section 1.3.
1.2.4 Methods and Workflow
For the inversion methods utilized in the first part of my work (described in Chapters 3-5)
I make use of the CGG HampsonRussell software package’s model-based inversion (Hampson
et al., 2005). This method takes three inputs—seismic data, one or more wavelets, and a low-
frequency background model—and outputs a model containing parameter estimates, which
vary depending on which inputs are used, but can include P-impedance, S-impedance, and
density. The parameter combination that the software inverts for is one of various possible
three-term parameterizations to describe seismic AVO/AVA behavior (Gray, 2004). The low-
frequency model input is necessary to provide the background trend that is missing from the
bandlimited seismic data in order to achieve absolute, rather than relative, parameter value
estimates. The background model, which contains all the parameters being estimated, is
often created using well logs, with values extrapolated throughout the seismic volume using
interpreted horizons as a guide. In lieu of well logs, other sources that provide or allow for
estimation of the necessary information, such as migration velocities or VSP data, could be
used to build the initial model.
The overall Hampson-Russell inversion process begins with conditioning the input data
(which may need to be revisited if initial results suggest there are problems that were not
addressed). The next steps are to pick major horizons in the seismic data, estimate a
wavelet or multiple wavelets, and perform well-to-seismic ties. Once these processes are
done, the low-frequency model can be created. The final step is to perform the inversion.
In this step, the inversion iteratively updates the starting low-frequency model to create a
better match between the input seismic data and forward-modeled synthetic data. There are
various parameters that can be adjusted to create the optimal result for the specific survey
goals, whether that be minimizing the misfit to the seismic data, maximizing the correlation
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between model parameters and well logs, or some combination thereof. These parameters
and how they affect the inversion results are detailed in Chapter 4.
Due to limitations of the Hampson-Russell inversion method, most significantly the inabil-
ity to invert pure-shear wave modes, I also developed a code that extends a similar inversion
method to include SS data in addition to PP and PS. This was necessary to further study
the impact of including S-wave data in AVA inversion, as an improved understanding of the
value of 9-C data could potentially justify future acquisitions. That work is described in
further detail in Chapter 6.
1.3 RCP’s Eagle Ford Project
The Eagle Ford Project is the main focus of Phase XVII of RCP, which began in Fall
2017. It involves the analysis of a variety of datasets acquired by project sponsors Devon
Energy Corporation and Penn Virginia Corporation sampling an actively producing area
of the Eagle Ford Shale in South Central Texas. The project area, geologic background,
available data, and project objectives are outlined within this section.
1.3.1 Location
The Eagle Ford Shale play spans about 400 miles, running southwest-to-northeast from
the Texas-Mexico border into East Texas (see Figure 1.3). Regionally, beds dip to the
southeast, and kerogen maturity increases with depth. Due to its low permeability, very little
hydrocarbon migration occurs within the Eagle Ford formation, which creates a low to high
gas-oil-ratio (GOR) transition in the dip direction, opposite of what would be expected in a
conventional reservoir. The study area of RCP’s Eagle Ford Project is located approximately
in the volatile oil window of this transition zone in and around Lavaca County, Texas.
1.3.2 Geology
The Eagle Ford Shale was deposited during the late Cretaceous period (Figure 1.4) during
a time when the shallow sea known as the Western Interior Seaway spanned what is now
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Figure 1.3: A map of the Eagle Ford Shale Play showing RCP’s Project Area, GOR values,
structure, and outcrop locations. Modified from Energy Information Administration (2014).
the central United States. During this time, oceanic oxygen levels were very low, effectively
preserving significant amounts of organic material (Phelps et al., 2014). The Eagle Ford
Shale is generally divided into Upper and Lower zones based on the boundary between the
Cenomanian and Turonian ages, but locally the Upper Eagle Ford is not present (Hentz
and Ruppel, 2010). Although the Eagle Ford is referred to as a shale, this is somewhat
of a misnomer, as in our study area, the Lower Eagle Ford is more accurately described
as a marl, or lime-rich mudstone, based on the high carbonate content determined from
lithology logs and XRD core analysis. Locally, the formation averages about 35% clay, 40%
calcite, and 20% quartz. The carbonate and quartz content results in more brittle rock
and thus improved hydraulic fracture behavior, while the clay content may be associated
with higher total organic carbon (TOC), higher porosity, and more hydrocarbons in place.
Understanding these factors when determining locations for future wells may be necessary
for improved recovery.
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Additionally, the lithology is an important factor to consider during drilling and comple-
tions, as the presence of swelling clays has been shown to increase risk of wellbore instability
(Anderson et al., 2010) and clays may cause a number of issues during hydraulic fracturing
(Kong et al., 2016) that could reduce ultimate hydrocarbon recovery. Variations in kerogen
content, along with kerogen maturity, are also important factors to consider when determin-
ing the best locations for future wells, since the low permeability of the formation means
hydrocarbons do not migrate far from where they are generated. Because of the relatively
high compliances associated with clay and kerogen, these properties will have a significant
impact on velocities, and thus lateral variations should result in impedance changes that can
be identified in seismic inversion results.
Figure 1.4: Stratigraphic column and type log for RCP’s Project Area. Modified from
Ratcliffe et al. (2012).
Directly overlying the Lower Eagle Ford Shale in our study area is the Austin Chalk
(Figure 1.4). The basal deposits of this formation, known as the Lower Austin Chalk, contain
significant amounts of hydrocarbons and are an additional well landing target in the area.
As compared to the Lower Eagle Ford, the Austin Chalk contains less clay, more calcite,
and is known to be more highly fractured (Gale et al., 2014). Analysis of an image log from
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a well within our study area agrees with this, although a dipole sonic log in another area
suggests otherwise, indicating that the fracture density may vary spatially. High-producing
areas of the Austin Chalk are generally more highly fractured, so this is an important factor
to consider in selecting future well locations.
In both formations, geomechanics can play a major role in determining how hydraulic
fractures will behave, and thus how wells will perform over time (Sun et al., 2015). Seismic
inversion can help estimate important elastic properties (e.g., Poisson’s ratio and Young’s
modulus) that affect this behavior.
1.3.3 Data
The datasets acquired by field data sponsor Devon Energy Corporation were designed
to study reservoir changes associated with the stimulation and production of two lateral
wells targeting the Lower Austin Chalk (Well A) and Lower Eagle Ford Shale (Well B).
With this goal in mind, time-lapse surface seismic and vertical seismic profile (VSP) data
were acquired spanning the completion of the two wells, in addition to microseismic data
acquired during their stimulation. The surface seismic data includes a 9-C baseline survey
and a 3-C monitor survey. Figure 1.5 shows their acquisition geometries. The VSP surveys
involved various source geometries, and the data were recorded with 3-C geophones in Well
B and optical fiber cemented behind casing in Well A. The microseismic monitoring utilized
the surface 3-C geophone grid, additional radial and patch vertical receiver arrays, and the
optical fiber in Well A. Figure 1.6 shows a schematic of these acquisitions. Figure 1.7 is a
relative timeline of the datasets acquired by Devon Energy Corporation.
In addition to the geophysical datasets, we also have well logs and core data for various
wells within the study area, mostly provided by Penn Virginia Corporation. Table 1.1
summarizes the velocity and density log data used in my analysis. Figure 1.8 shows the
locations of these wells, along with various lateral wells within the study area.
Finally, there are various other sources of information about the reservoir available. These
include production data, fiber completions monitoring for Well A, diagnostic fracture injec-
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Figure 1.5: Acquisition geometry for the 4D multicomponent seismic data in RCP’s Eagle
Ford Project. Locations are shown in red for (a) the baseline vertical sources, (b) the baseline
horizontal sources, and (c) the monitor vertical sources. 3-C receivers are indicated in blue.
Figure 1.6: Schematic showing the various acquisitions of VSP and microseismic data for
RCP’s Eagle Ford Project.
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Figure 1.7: Relative timeline of data acquired for RCP’s Eagle Ford Project by Devon Energy
Corporation.
Table 1.1: Velocity and density log data availability. An ‘x’ denotes an available log.
Well P-wave Velocity S-wave Velocity Density
C x x x
G2 x
K1 x x x
L1 x x






Figure 1.8: Map of wells in the study area shown in relation to the surface seismic survey
boundary.
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tion tests (DFITs), fluid pressure-volume-temperature (PVT) analysis, and other engineering
tests. These data were used to constrain dynamic modeling work by other members of the
Eagle Ford team.
My work focuses on the surface seismic datasets and how they can be used to characterize
the properties of the reservoir. For this purpose, I am working with the 9-C Baseline survey
acquired in May 2015 and utilizing the PP, PS, and SS datasets. I also make use of well logs
throughout the area. In an effort to integrate the various additional datasets, microseismic
and production data are also included in the interpretation of my seismic inversion results.
1.3.4 Project Goals
The overall goals of the project, as determined jointly between RCP’s Eagle Ford Team
and our industry sponsors, are to better understand the volume of reservoir accessed and
drained by hydraulic fractures, how that volume evolves over time, and how that affects
decisions on where to drill and how to stimulate. Broad objectives outlined in the original
research proposal include:
• measuring the effective stimulation of the reservoir from initial completion to life;
• improving well placement and completion design;
• evaluating potential methods to further the understanding of stimulation and produc-
tivity; and
• developing a strategic plan for the life of field development.
My work seeks to support these goals by providing an accurate static model of the reservoir
in order to improve dynamic modeling efforts. Prior to these efforts, the static model for the
project included information from well logs alone. This gave only a limited understanding the
lateral changes within the reservoir between wells. My model improves upon previous work
by taking into account the seismic data to constrain these lateral changes. Additionally,
it shows the value of including multiple sources of information to arrive at an integrated
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interpretation. Specifically, it studies the value of converted and pure shear wave modes in
seismic AVA inversion. The results, which contain detailed 3D models of key parameters
such as elastic and geomechanical properties, can also be used to determine ideal locations




Multicomponent data can provide useful additional sources of information for improving
estimates of poorly constrained properties estimated from seismic inversion of PP data alone.
Because 9-C data were acquired for the Eagle Ford Project, we have converted and shear wave
volumes available for this purpose. Before beginning the inversion process, it is important
to first analyze the various available datasets to better understand their potential value and
limitations. This chapter starts with the theoretical value of PS and SS data for inversion
and then showing examples of the various surface seismic datasets in the Eagle Ford Project.
2.1 Data Types and Receiver Rotations
Before examining the field data, it important to understand what we should expect to
observe in each of the various data types resulting from a 9-C acquisition. The three main
reflection data types are PP, PS, and SS. This notation is useful for simplicity but does
not distinguish between the SV and SH S-wave modes. In isotropic media, these modes are
polarized perpendicular to the direction of their propagation and orthogonal to each other.
Their AVO behavior is significantly different, so it is necessary to distinguish between the
two.
In the case of converted P-to-S waves, where particle motion is generated using a vertical
source, the downgoing P-waves will create particle displacement in the vertical plane of wave
propagation. Thus, a converted-wave reflection in an isotropic medium will create an SV-
wave where, likewise, particle displacement is purely in the vertical plane. In this sense, P-
and SV-wave behaviors are coupled. In anisotropic media, where velocities are not the same
in every direction, seismic birefringence, or shear-wave splitting, will occur, creating SH-
waves with out-of-plane polarizations. Seismic surveys designed to record converted waves
use two horizontal receiver components, generally oriented in the field x-y or inline-crossline
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directions. During processing, the energy on these receivers is often rotated into a different
coordinate system known as radial-transverse (R-T). As a consequence, all of the recorded
P-SV reflections will appear on the vertical and radial components, while any shear-wave
splitting is apparent in the SH-waves recorded on the transverse component (Omar, 2018;
Simmons and Backus, 2001).
For pure-shear reflection data, the situation is further complicated by the presence of
both downgoing and upgoing SV and SH waves. Surveys designed to acquire pure-shear
data feature two orthogonal horizontal sources at every shot point, oriented in the field x-
y or inline-crossline directions, that each create downgoing SV and SH waves. In isotropic
media, shear-wave reflections will be the same mode as the incident wave. As with converted-
wave data, shear-wave splitting will occur if anisotropy is present. When the upgoing waves
reach the surface, they are again recorded on two horizontal receivers. During the processing
of the pure-shear data, both source and receiver orientations are rotated into either fast-
slow (F-S) or R-T components. Simmons and Backus (2001) and Omar (2018) illustrate the
benefits of operating in the R-T coordinate system. In this system, data rotated into the
RR component (radially oriented sources and receivers) will show SV-SV reflections, the TT
component (transversely oriented sources and receivers) will show SH-SH reflections, and
the presence of shear-wave splitting will be visible in the cross-components RT and TR.
2.2 Value for Inversion
Chapter 1 discussed the linearized AVA equations for PP data and their implications
for seismic inversion. The corresponding equations for PS and SS data are different, which
can be used to our advantage when inverting for properties other than P-impedance. For
converted P-SV waves, the AVA response of the reflection coefficient at an interface (Aki





























where variables are as defined for Equation 1.4. θi and θj are the incidence and reflected
angles, respectively, and p is the horizontal slowness, or ray parameter constant, which can








Similarly, the approximate AVA behavior of pure-shear SV (Aki and Richards, 2002) and
SH reflections (Rüger, 2002) are given as
(2.3)RSV (θ) ≈ −
1
2






























Here, θ represents the incidence angle, which is equivalent to the reflected angle. Substituting

































































In this format, it is much easier to determine the contribution of each term with increasing
angle of incidence. These contributions are plotted in Figure 2.1a-c for converted, SV, and
SH waves, respectively. From this result, we can see that, although all three equations are
dependent upon the relative change in S-wave velocity and density across an interface, the
contribution of the individual terms varies significantly between data types. For converted
waves, the contributions of each term are dependent upon the VP
VS
ratio, but in general, the
behavior is controlled by the ∆VS
VS
term out to far offsets. In comparison to the P-wave
contributions plotted in Figure 1.2, the PS data have a much larger contribution from this
term at mid-offsets, indicating that they are likely useful sources of information about shear
velocities when included in seismic inversion. This is consistent with what Copley (2018)
found in a previous RCP case study in a different field. Unfortunately, the ∆ρ
ρ
term has very
little contribution until average angles greater than 40◦, so it is unlikely that converted wave
data will be particularly useful for estimating density through inversion due to acquisition
aperture.
From Equations 2.6 and 2.7 and Figure 2.1b-c, the pure-shear datasets have the same term




contributing equally. This is equivalent
to the zero-offset behavior described in Equation 1.1. For this reason, both the SV and
SH wave poststack data, which approximate the zero-offset response, can be inverted to
estimate shear impedance in the same way that poststack PP data are inverted to estimate
acoustic impedance. This could provide significant benefits for reservoir characterization, as
combining P- and S-impedance can help separate different fluid types.
Despite the SV- and SH-wave term contributions being equivalent at zero offset, their
AVA behavior varies drastically. The SV-wave exhibits a polarity reversal at approximately





at an interface. The exact angle of this polarity reversal could be diagnostic of reservoir
properties. Unlike PP and PS data, the pure-shear reflection coefficients are independent
of the VP-VS ratio. Another difference observed in Figure 2.1b-c is the relatively large
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Figure 2.1: Contribution of individual terms to (a) PS, (b) SV, and (c) SH AVA behavior.
Note that only the PS AVA behavior is dependent upon γ = VP
VS
. The black curves show
the the sum of contributions (for a typical γ value of 2 in the case of the PS data). These






percentage contribution of the ∆ρ
ρ
term at much nearer offsets than for PP and PS data.
These observations indicate that pure-shear data may be very useful in seismic inversion for
improving estimates of the critically important density term, especially SH reflections, whose
contributions from the density term do not vary with offset.
An important point to note is the difference in sign of the reflection coefficient terms
for the different data types. Regardless of the reflection coefficient polarity, throughout this
work I follow a convention where interfaces representing an increase in P- or S-impedance
correspond to a peak in the near-offset seismic traces. This convention allows for consistent
analysis, comparison, and interpretation of different data types.
2.3 Poststack Field Data
With a knowledge of the theoretical AVA behavior of the different datasets in a 9-C
survey, the field data can be analyzed to determine if they match expectations. To compare
the various datasets, we start by observing sections of the poststack data provided by the
processing contractor. Figure 2.2 shows cross sections of the PP, PS, RR, and TT data
types for Inline 250 and Crossline 230, which pass approximately through the wellhead
location of Well C near the center of the survey area. Here, the data are shown in their
originally recorded times, but on different time scales to facilitate comparison. An important
observation in these images is the differing time structure visible in the unregistered data on
Inline 250. We can see that while the PP data are relatively flat in this direction, the PS data
dips in time toward the NE and the SS data dips in time toward the SW. Since there is no
reasonable geological explanation for these differences, we can infer that there were issues in
the velocity models used during data processing and/or issues with long-wavelength statics.
The fact that the three datasets were processed independently of each other could explain
the discrepancy in the results. The time structure issue is mitigated during the process of
registering PS and SS time to PP time using horizons interpreted from the seismic data, but
is important to keep in mind to understand potential problems in the data.
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After registration (Figure 2.3), one of the first observations is the decreased frequency
content and resolution of the PS and SS datasets when compared to PP, likely due to the
greater high-frequency shear-wave attenuation (Walsh, 1966) and, in the case of the SS data,
the limited frequency sweep range of horizontal vibe trucks (2-44 Hz) as opposed to that
of the vertical vibe trucks (4-96 Hz) used during acquisition. Another observation is the
overall data quality, which is best discerned by examining the Middle Wilcox Channel, the
major structural feature in all datasets, at approximately 800 ms from the top of the section.
The PP data show the most detailed and high-resolution image of the channel, while the PS
data quality is significantly poorer. Of the two pure-shear datasets, the TT data results in
a better image than the RR, and is comparable to the PS data. The improvement over RR
is explained by the prestack data observations discussion in the following section.
Amplitude spectra of shallow and deep windows for each dataset before and after regis-
tration (Figure 2.4), confirm the visual observations of lower frequencies in the PS and SS
data. The shallow window was above the Wilcox Channel, and the deep window was centered
on the reservoir. From this figure, we can also see the effect of attenuation as we move from
the shallow window to the reservoir interval, and the artificial improvement in bandwidth
resulting from the registration. Interestingly, after registration, the SS data result in higher
frequencies than the PS data in the shallow section and similar frequencies at the reservoir
interval.
2.4 Prestack Field Data
More information about the various datasets can be acquired from comparing the angle
stacks for each of the data types. In Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6, Inline 250 and Crossline
230 are shown again, but for the 10◦ angle stacks from 0◦ to 50◦ for each provided dataset.
Since these angle stacks are the direct inputs to prestack inversion, quality control (QC) of
the expected AVA response is a key step prior to beginning the inversion process. Starting
with the PP data, it is clear that frequency and resolution decrease with increasing angle
of incidence, but the signal-to-noise ratio seems to be increasing. Amplitudes for major
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Figure 2.2: Panels showing the poststack PP, PS, RR, and TT field data prior to registration.
(a) Inline 250. (b) Crossline 230. Basemaps of the section lines and labels of the approximate
location of the Eagle Ford (EF) are shown on the right.
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Figure 2.3: Panels showing the poststack PP, PS, RR, and TT field data after registration
to PP time. (a) Inline 250. (b) Crossline 230. The location of the top of the Wilcox Channel
is noted using the ‘WC’ labels.
Figure 2.4: Amplitude spectra of the multicomponent datasets before and after registration.
The x-axes range from 0 to 100 Hz and the y-axes range from 0 dB (top) to -50 dB (bottom).
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reflectors vary with angle, and generally decrease in magnitude with increasing angle in
accordance with the PP AVA behavior predicted by Equation 1.4. For the PS data, the
angle stacks look quite different. Here we see a very clear increase in amplitude at the mid-
angles from 10◦ to 40◦ and rapid decreases at the near and far angles. This is also expected
from the PS AVA response given in Equation 2.1. The RR and TT pure-shear datasets,
which looked similar in the poststack volumes, look significantly different when comparing
angle stacks. This is due to the differences in AVA behavior between SV and SH waves,
with the former exhibiting a polarity reversal near 25◦ not observed in the latter. This is
consistent with the behavior expected from the respective AVA equations (Equations 2.3 and
2.4). Here it becomes more apparent why the TT poststack data are of higher quality than
the RR poststack data—the full angle range can be stacked for TT, but only angles out to
the polarity reversal of SV waves can be stacked for RR.
In the same figures, we can see similar data quality as was observed in the poststack data.
The relatively poor quality of the PS data is likely attributed to difficulties in processing,
as the asymmetry of the downgoing and upgoing raypaths significantly complicates many
processing steps. The reflection point dispersal of converted waves makes an accurate velocity
model a crucial part of producing a high-quality image, and the differing time structure of
the various datasets prior to registration suggests inconsistencies in the velocity models used.
Since 9-C data are available, a logical processing flow would include P- and S-wave velocity
model building for the pure modes, followed by a combination of these results used to process
the converted waves. Unfortunately, this was not the methodology used in the contractor’s
production processing.
Another important aspect of the processing of these datasets not readily apparent from
the figures above was the removal of the kinematic effects of anisotropy. This meant ap-
plying corrections for both nonhyperbolic moveout due to vertical transverse isotropy (VTI)
effects that are intrinsic in shales and azimuthal velocity variations related to the presence of
natural fractures. Additionally, birefringence analysis, estimation, and compensation were
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Figure 2.5: Panels showing inline 250 of the (a) PP, (b) PS, (c) RR, and (d) TT field data
angle stacks.
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Figure 2.6: Panels showing crossline 230 of the (a) PP, (b) PS, (c) RR, and (d) TT field
data angle stacks.
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applied separately to converted and shear wave data. These datasets were then 5-D inter-
polated, prestack time-migrated, and post-processed for interpretation. While these steps
may have resulted in improved images, they leave the data unfit for anisotropy analysis,
which could provide important information for improving reservoir characterization. How-
ever, reprocessing the data to retain this critical information is beyond the scope of this
thesis.
2.5 Software Capabilities
Other considerations to take into account before moving forward are the inversion capa-
bilities of the various software packages that are available for RCP’s use. From our knowledge
of the AVA equations for each of the different data types, it would likely be beneficial to
include all in our inversion workflows. Unfortunately, while most inversion software can
make use of converted waves, none of the packages available to RCP are capable of utilizing
pure-shear data as an input to prestack AVA inversion. Thus, I am limited to PP and PS
data for this purpose. Because the SS zero-offset reflection coefficients are equivalent to those
of PP (but with S-impedance substituted for P-impedance), we can still use the poststack
pure-shear data to invert for shear impedance by treating it as PP data within the software.
To do this, we utilize the TT data, as opposed to the RR data, due to its higher-quality
poststack image. Throughout the majority of this work, we will proceed with analysis of PP,
PS, and TT datasets. The development of a method to jointly invert PP, PS, RR, and TT
data is detailed in Chapter 6.
2.6 Data Conditioning
During initial inversion iterations, the datasets shown above were utilized as delivered
from the contractor with no additional processing steps applied. Various data issues that
negatively affected results quickly became apparent: (1) unexpected data phase; (2) unreal-
istic lateral amplitude variations for major reflectors around the reservoir; and (3) presence
of significant noise in the PS and SS datasets. These issues, the problems they were causing
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in the inversion results, and their solutions are detailed below.
2.6.1 Data Phase
Originally, I assumed the poststack and angle stack volumes were zero-phase. This incor-
rect assumption generated major errors in inversion results when compared to well logs. To
resolve this issue, rather than using non-zero-phase wavelets, the seismic data were shifted
to zero phase, as this was more convenient for interpretive purposes. The optimal phase
shift for each data type was estimated using well ties to the poststack data with wavelets of
varying phase. This resulted in a 160◦ phase shift for both the PP and PS data and a 60◦
shift for the SS data. The cross-correlation of well ties to the poststack data for all three
datasets improved after applying the phase shifts, from 0.768 to 0.965 for PP, 0.866 to 0.972
for PS, and 0.922 to 0.956 for SS. Accordingly, the inversion results improved significantly,
as would be expected from the improved well ties.
2.6.2 Lateral Amplitude Variations
After resolving the phase issues, other problems in the inversion results became more
evident. The most significant of these was major lateral amplitude variations in all datasets,
generally showing a fading of amplitudes away from the center of the survey. This led to
inversion results that showed lateral impedance variations within individual formations that
were unrealistic when compared to expected levels of geologic variation from the previous
static model, well logs, and modeled amplitude variations with changing rock properties. Be-
cause these variations are difficult to observe in gray-scale seismic sections, Figure 2.7 shows
the seismic data using a different colorbar and decreased gain along with RMS amplitude
slices taken from different zones moving down through the section. Here, the lateral varia-
tions become much more noticeable, and we start to understand potential contributions to
the problem. Figure 2.7a shows a very strong correlation between shallow amplitude varia-
tions and survey acquisition holes, indicating the 5-D interpolation applied prior to prestack
time migration was not successful in removing the acquisition footprint. Taking a slice fur-
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ther down section shows a different factor—amplitude variations related to the presence of
the Middle Wilcox Channel, whose time thickness is also shown (Figure 2.7b). Figure 2.7c-e
shows slices around the Anacacho-Austin Chalk interface, the Eagle Ford-Buda interface,
and a window below the Buda, all showing lateral amplitude variations much larger than
expected from knowledge of local geology. Here, the amplitude patterns vary from those
observed in the shallower sections, but are likely affected by both of the aforementioned
factors.
Because of their major impacts on inversion results, these unreasonable lateral amplitude
variations could not be ignored. If additional time were available for the project, the ideal
solution would involve partially or fully reprocessing the datasets with a focus on achieving
more consistent amplitudes at the reservoir level. To obtain the desired level of accuracy for
both anomaly detection and 4D analysis, prestack depth migration (as opposed to prestack
time migration) might even be necessary. However, a more efficient solution had to be
applied to fit within the scope of this thesis.
A handful of different methods were tested with a goal of arriving at a reasonable result
while remaining as true as possible to the underlying physics. The most favorable solution
was obtained from observation of the RMS amplitude slices in Figure 2.7c-d, which show
a striking similarity that cannot be explained by any simple geologic factors. There is no
reason to believe that lateral rock property changes in the Anacacho and Upper Austin Chalk
should correlate to those in the Eagle Ford and Buda. From here, the idea of ‘regularizing’
amplitudes at the Anacacho-Austin Chalk interface was generated. The logic behind this
solution is that because this interface is close in time to our reservoir and zone of interest, any
amplitude variations related to survey acquisition and processing should be nearly the same
in both zones. Additionally, it was determined from well logs in the area that the Anacacho
and Upper Austin Chalk should not vary much laterally, and, therefore, it is reasonable to
assume that the RMS amplitudes from a slice over this zone should be constant. Another
benefit of this method, as opposed to others considered, is that it results in acceptable
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Figure 2.7: Inline 250 showing significant lateral amplitude variations and RMS amplitude
slices from various zones. The windows where RMS amplitudes were extracted are indicated
using the same colored box as the slice. (a) A comparison between the slice from the
window above the Wilcox Channel and the acquisition geometry, with sources shown in
red and receivers shown in blue. There is a significant correlation between low-amplitude
zones and acquisition holes. (b) A comparison between the slice from the window around
the Wilcox Channel and a map of the channel’s time thickness. Amplitudes in this zone
are affected significantly by the lateral heterogeneities created by the channel. (c) An RMS
amplitude slice around the Anacacho–Upper Austin Chalk interface. (d) An RMS amplitude
slice around the Eagle Ford–Buda interface. (e) An RMS amplitude slice for a zone below
the Buda formation.
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amplitude variations at the reservoir while completely avoiding using amplitudes from the
reservoir zone. For these reasons, this solution met the necessary requirements of both
creating reasonable levels of amplitude variations around the zone of interest and maintaining
a reasonable physical explanation.
This scaling method was applied separately to each of the data types by regularizing
the RMS amplitudes for a slice around the Anacacho-Austin Chalk interface. The same
corrections were then applied to each individual angle stack for a particular wave mode,
rather than estimating a new correction for each angle. This allowed us to maintain the
AVA behavior present in the original data. Figure 2.8 shows the slices of RMS amplitudes
at the top of the Eagle Ford for the poststack datasets before and after scaling. Prior to
scaling, the amplitude patterns between the three datasets had no meaningful correlation
other than stronger amplitudes in the center of the survey. After the scaling, a consistent
pattern of decreasing RMS amplitude downdip to the southeast can be seen for all three
datasets. This is one reassurance that the method is working as expected.
2.6.3 Noise in PS and SS Data
The final issue that became apparent in the initial inversion results, especially of the
poststack TT data, was that impedance variations did not align with known geology. These
appeared as zones of higher or lower impedance with a dip much greater than expected.
Upon further inspection, these were determined to be a product of significant noise in the
data related to migration swings (see Figure 2.3). These were most apparent in the SS
datasets, as the number of shots was decreased while bin size was kept constant. Thus fewer
data were available to cancel out the effects of the swings during stacking, especially near
the survey edges. These effects were somewhat mitigated by the application of an F-K filter
to remove noise with larger-than-expected dips, carefully applied to avoid affecting any true
signal. The same process was applied to the converted wave data, where migration swings
were still visible, though to a lesser degree. No significant issues were observed in the PP
datasets. Bandpass filters were applied to all data to further reduce unwanted noise. As an
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Figure 2.8: RMS amplitude slices at the Eagle Ford horizon before and after scaling was
applied for the PP, PS, and TT data.
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example of the level of noise removed, Figure 2.9 presents the results of these filters on the
TT dataset (before, after, and difference). While some of the effects of the migration swings
were removed, some are still apparent. More work could potentially be done to combat the
issue, but this result was sufficient for our purposes.
Figure 2.9: TT data before (upper) and after (lower) applying noise removal, and the differ-
ence between the two. (a) Inline 250, and (b) Crossline 230.





To observe the potential value of utilizing PS and SS datasets in addition to PP data, I
begin by showing inversion results from synthetic seismic data modeled using known elastic
parameters. Since the model is known exactly, inversion results for P- and S-impedance,
and density, along with the calculated VP-VS ratio, can be compared directly for accuracy.
Additionally, the synthetic data, generated from true well log values around the reservoir
interval, can be compared to the field data to determine if they match expectations. In
this chapter, I discuss synthetic data generation, compare modeled data to field data, and
analyze the results of different seismic inversions.
3.1 Elastic Waveform Modeling
To create the synthetic seismograms for all of the necessary wave modes, I used model
parameters (P- and S-wave velocity and density) derived from Well C logs. A simple model
was created using only the logs from just above the Anacacho top to just below the Buda
top and extrapolating the endpoints. Figure 3.1 shows the model parameters.
Synthetic PP and PS (radial component) seismograms were created using the CGG
HampsonRussell software’s AVOModeling module and selecting the elastic modeling method,
which is necessary to obtain accurate results, as shown in Simmons and Backus (1994).
The synthetic data were then NMO corrected using exact velocities and accounting for non-
hyperbolic moveout before converting from offset to angle gathers. Finally, they were stacked
into 10◦ angle bins from 0-50◦ to match the field data format.
Because the HampsonRussell software cannot model shear-wave sources, another method
had to be applied to obtain SS seismograms. Here, the reflectivity modeling code described in
Simmons (2004) was utilized. Since the TT domain showing pure SH reflections was selected
to be used for the initial field data inversions in Chapter 2, the TT-equivalent synthetic data
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Figure 3.1: Model parameters (VP, VS, and ρ) used for full elastic waveform modeling.
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were used to create our synthetic seismogram. The same processing steps as for the PP and
PS synthetics were then applied to create five angle stacks. Figure 3.2 shows the PP, PS,
and TT datasets before and after the processing steps. This gives a sense of how the data
arrive at the format used as an inversion input.
3.2 Field Data QC
One benefit of modeling the expected seismic response from well logs is being able to use
the results to perform quality control (QC) on the field seismic data. Visually comparing the
data allows us to observe any discrepancies that we might need to be cognizant of moving
forward. To make this comparison, I used gathers from the PP and PS field data at a CDP
location near Well C, and included TT data for comparison even though they are not used in
the initial HampsonRussell prestack inversions. Figure 3.3 compares the field and synthetic
gathers and shows that the PP data match fairly well out to about 35◦, beyond which the
field data amplitudes begin to fade while the synthetic amplitudes increase. The PS data are
much noisier, but the general AVA trend matches between the synthetic and the field data,
with amplitudes increasing with angle. The TT field data are more (less) noisy than PP
(PS) and show a slight decrease in amplitudes at larger angles for the reflectors around the
reservoir. The reflections above the reservoir are very dim in comparison to the synthetics.
A more quantitative approach to analyzing the the field data prior to prestack inversion
is to compare its AVA behavior to that of the synthetics. If they do not show the same trend,
then the field data will likely result in a poor inversion result. Figure 3.4a-b shows the PP and
PS RMS amplitudes, respectively, from the Anacacho to Buda reflectors for the central angle
of each field data angle stack (direct inversion inputs) and each synthetic angle stack from
modeling. Figure 3.4c and Figure 3.4d present similar plots showing the exact amplitudes at
the Eagle Ford horizon. The amplitudes are normalized by the near-angle-stack value for PP
and for the 25◦ incident angle stack value for PS. From these plots, we can see that the PP
field data AVA behavior generally matches what is expected from the synthetics, but starts
to deviate slightly at the 45◦ angle stack. Due to the asymmetrical downgoing and upgoing
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Figure 3.2: Results of elastic waveform modeling. (a) PP data. (b) PS data. (c) TT data.
The left side shows a raw gather, and the right side shows the 10◦ incident angle stacks after
NMO correction.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of synthetic and field data angle gathers for PP, PS, and TT.
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raypaths, the PS data are complicated by the multiple angles involved: incident, reflected,
and their average. No mention of the angle used for stacking was found in the field data
processing report. Originally, it was assumed to be based on incidence angle (which is how
the angles were calculated for synthetics), but the comparisons show a significant mismatch
for the two far-angle stacks. For this reason, the calculated reflection and average angle are
also plotted. The field data shows the best match to the average angle curve, but even with
this curve there is still a large error for the far-angle stacks. Based on these observations, it
is unlikely that these far stacks will be beneficial for inversion of the field data, which should
be kept in mind moving forward.
3.3 Poststack Inversion
The first method tested using the synthetic datasets was poststack inversion. Here, I
looked at the accuracy of conventional poststack inversion of PP data along with ‘tricking’
commercial inversion software, which is unable to handle pure-shear data, to apply the
same process to the TT data. For these processes, I used the HampsonRussell software’s
Model-Based Inversion package described in detail in Chapter 1. For the P-impedance
background model, I used the exact values of the input model parameters, but with a 7
Hz low-pass filter applied to fill the frequency band below that exhibited by the seismic
data. The PP poststack inversion result was then an absolute P-impedance model that
could be directly compared to the input model. Figure 3.5 compares the resulting acoustic
impedance estimate to the starting and true models. Also shown are the wavelet, synthetic
seismic, input seismic, and misfit. Because the synthetic data contains no noise and the
exact wavelet was used, the misfit is very small. As the inversion produces a result that is
limited by the seismic bandwidth, the input logs were filtered in time using a 40 Hz low-
pass filter before crossplotting against the inversion result. The resulting cross-correlation
value was 0.985, indicating that this inversion method did a very good job of reproducing a
bandlimited version of the input model.
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Figure 3.4: Plots comparing the AVA behavior of synthetic and field data angle stacks. (a)
PP RMS amplitudes from above Anacacho to below Buda. (b) PS RMS amplitudes from
above Anacacho to below Buda. (c) PP exact amplitudes at the Eagle Ford trough. (d)
PS exact amplitudes at the Eagle Ford trough. The PP amplitudes were normalized to
the near angle stack, while the PS amplitudes were normalized for the 25◦ incidence angle
stack. Linear best fit lines are plotted for the PP data, and quadratic fits are plotted for PS.
Calculated reflection and average angle curves are also shown for the PS data.
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Figure 3.5: Results of poststack inversion on the synthetic PP data. On the P-impedance
track, the black curve is the low-frequency model, the blue curve is the exact model, and
the red curve is the inverted model. Labels indicate major formation tops: Anacacho (AN),
Austin Chalk (AC), Eagle Ford (EF), and Buda (BD).
The next step was to apply the same process to the pure-shear TT data. First, the seismic
data were loaded as PP data and the S-wave velocity log was loaded as P-wave velocity. Next,
this log was used to perform a well-to-seismic tie and create a background low-frequency S-
impedance model, this time with a 2 Hz low pass filter applied due to the lower frequency
band of the pure-shear data. At this point, the inversion could be applied in the standard
fashion, with the output then being shear impedance rather than acoustic impedance. The
results are shown in Figure 3.6. Again, the misfit is very low due to the lack of noise in
the data. Comparing the result to the bandpass-filtered original S-impedance model yielded
a cross-correlation of 0.96, suggesting that this method does in fact produce an accurate
S-impedance estimate. Because the equations are the same for both zero-offset PP and SS
reflection coefficients (see Equation 1.2), but with S-impedance in place of P-impedance, no
theory was violated.
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Figure 3.6: Results of poststack inversion on the synthetic TT data. On the P-impedance
track, the black curve is the low-frequency model, the blue curve is the exact model, and the
red curve is the inverted model.
3.4 Prestack Inversion
After testing poststack inversions, I moved to the prestack domain to compare PP AVA
inversion to joint PP-PS AVA inversion, two methods that will also be applied to the field
data. In these inversions, three parameters were estimated (as opposed to one for poststack):
P-impedance, S-impedance, and density. A similar workflow was followed, and the results
are shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8. In these figures, we can see that the results were
similar, but that the joint inversion model parameter estimates had larger variations in the
relatively consistent Austin Chalk interval, decreasing the quality of the fit to well logs.
The misfits are both larger than what was observed for the PP and TT poststack methods
due to the added complexity of the angle stacks, and in the case of joint inversion, the
additional data type. They seem to consistently show underestimated amplitudes at the
top and base of the Eagle Ford. This is likely a product of the oversmoothed parameter
contrasts at both interfaces. It also seems that the inversion is attempting to compensate
for this by increasing impedances above and below the Eagle Ford interval, resulting in
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undesirable errors at these locations. These observations could be useful when applying the
same methods to the field data.
Table 3.1 presents the cross-correlation values for the results. Both methods produced
accurate estimates of all parameters except for the calculated VP-VS ratio, which was slightly
poorer. Overall, the PP inversion alone performed slightly better than the PP-PS inversion
in estimating all parameters. I discuss why that might occur in the next section.
Figure 3.7: Results of prestack inversion on the synthetic PP data. On the parameter tracks,
the black curve is the low-frequency model, the blue curve is the exact model, and the red
curve is the inverted model.
Figure 3.8: Results of joint prestack inversion on the synthetic PP and PS data. On the
parameter tracks, the black curve is the low-frequency model, the blue curve is the exact
model, and the red curve is the inverted model.
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Table 3.1: Cross-correlation values between synthetic prestack inversion results and true
model parameters with a 40-50 Hz low-pass filter applied.
Inversion P-impedance S-impedance Density VP-VS Ratio
PP 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.79
PP-PS 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.77
3.5 Value of Multicomponent Datasets
The previous tests showed that the PP and joint PP-PS prestack inversion methods
both produce accurate model parameter estimates. This illustrates that for the case where
the subsurface changes very little from what is observed by the well log, we can produce
accurate results using PP data alone. However, a key research question is: what happens
when the relationships observed at the well logs deviate from those in another area of seismic
coverage? To address this question, I created additional PP and PS synthetics for models
based on the same well logs, but this time varying VP , VS, and ρ values for the Eagle Ford
interval. Table 3.2 summarizes the various models as compared to the previously shown base
model (Model 0). Figure 3.9 shows the ‘high’ and ‘low’ VP , VS, and ρ values. The ’high’
VP and VS values were increased by ∼30% while the ‘high’ density was increased by ∼2%,
each representing about a 50% reduction in the magnitude of the parameter decrease at the
Austin Chalk–Eagle Ford interface.
Table 3.2: Various models used to create PP and PS synthetics in order to test the limitations
of our seismic inversion methods. High and low values are shown in Figure 3.9.
Model VP VS Density
0 low low low
1 low high high
2 high low low
3 high high low
Both the PP and joint PP-PS inversions were applied to the various modeled datasets
using the exact same inversion methods, parameters, and inputs as before, other than the
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Figure 3.9: The parameters adjusted for the various models used for synthetic tests. The
black curves are the original model, or ‘low,’ values, while the red curves represent the ‘high’
values used in the models, which are summarized in Table 3.2.
seismic data. These results simulate how an inversion would perform on a 3D volume if
it were tested and optimized through comparison to the logs of Well C, but applied in an
area where the model parameters at the reservoir interval have changed. The resulting
model parameter estimates range from being fairly accurate to having a large error. To
understand why this might occur, we must study one of the important but often overlooked
inversion inputs: the ‘background trend’ from well logs. In the HampsonRussell Model-Based
Inversion process, it is necessary to specify this background trend (i.e., relationships between
the model parameters through known well log values) prior to inversion. This is done through
log-log crossplots of S-impedance and density versus P-impedance and subsequent estimates
of best-fit lines. Then, based on the observed parameter covariance, the inverted values are
allowed to vary only within a specific range around the value predicted by the established
relationship. This can lead to inversion results that stray very little from these relationships.
The prewhitening parameter, also specified in the inversion process, is another factor
affecting our results. A large value of this parameter restricts model parameter updates
to small changes from the previous model and to values close to the previously established
relationships, while a small prewhitening value gives the inversion more freedom to vary the
parameters with respect to each other and to the previous model.
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These important inversion parameters were specified in order to produce the best match
to our original Model 0 scenario. Thus, unexpected variations in model parameters will likely
not be picked up by our inversions. This is exactly what is observed in the results. From
first observing the comparison of the results of the PP prestack inversions to true model
parameters in Figure 3.10, it is clear that the S-impedance and density estimates are closely
tied to the P-impedance estimates as they exhibit very high covariance for all models. This
results in completely missing relatively high or low S-impedance and density values (Models
1 and 2). From the results of the joint PP-PS inversion shown in Figure 3.11, we can see
that the output covariance is still high, but not as high as for the PP inversions. In addition,
when P- and S-impedance vary from the ‘background trend,’ the joint inversion essentially
averages the effects, thereby overestimating one parameter while underestimating the other.
Finally, the results for both methods on Model 3 show that a relatively low density value
(compared to the established background trend) cannot be accurately estimated.
Because the model parameter updates are closely constrained to the parameter relation-
ships in Model 0, areas where the relationships differ (Models 1, 2, and 3) might show a
data misfit after inversion that could contain useful information. In Figure 3.12, I display
these misfits for each model and for both of the prestack inversion methods, PP and PP-PS.
First, observing the PP prestack inverison, we can see that the pattern of misfit with angle
around the reservoir varies for the different models. If this were observed in field data, as
opposed to a single pattern throughout an area, it could indicate locations where properties
do not match those observed at the well. For the PP-PS prestack inversion, similar behavior
can be observed, but the PP data misfit is larger than for PP prestack inversion due to the
attempt to also match the PS data. The PS misfit shows a different behavior, and combining
information from both of these sources could potentially delineate rock property changes and
be used for anomaly detection.
Based on these synthetic data tests, we can confirm what was expected from the theoret-
ical observations in Chapter 2. First, we observe that the PP data are useful for estimating
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Figure 3.10: The results of applying PP prestack inversion to the various synthetic test
models. The blue, red, and dotted black curves represent the exact model, inversion result,
and base model values, respectively.
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Figure 3.11: The results of applying joint PP-PS prestack inversion to the various synthetic
test models. The blue, red, and dotted black curves represent the exact model, inversion
result, and base model values, respectively.
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Figure 3.12: The observed seismic data misfit for each synthetic test model from PP and
PP-PS inversions.
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P-impedance, but will result in poor estimates of S-impedance and density if they vary
from the relationships observed at the well locations. Additionally, though PS data help
improve S-impedance estimates, they can diminish the accuracy of P-impedance estimates,
and the PP and PS data combined are still insufficient for estimating density. To get a
better constraint on this important parameter, I suggest investigating the value of including
pure-shear data in a prestack inversion workflow. If successful, this could potentially justify




The previous chapters have shown the potential benefits of including information from
converted and shear wave datasets in seismic inversion. These methods will now be applied to
the Eagle Ford Project field data, discussed in Chapter 2. I begin with poststack inversion of
the PP and TT datasets, and then compare prestack PP inversion and joint prestack PP-PS
inversion.
4.1 Inversion Preparation
Prior to implementing the different inversion methods, it was necessary to first condition
the input data, perform well ties, pick horizons, and build a low-frequency initial model.
Chapter 2 details the seismic data conditioning process. Well log conditioning included first
determining available logs and their depth ranges and eliminating data deemed to be of poor
quality. Subsequently, a median filter was applied to the logs to remove noise. The next step
was to estimate wavelets from each seismic volume. Here, a window centered on the reservoir
from just above the Anacacho horizon to just below the Buda horizon (∼400 ms in PP time)
was selected and a zero-phase statistical wavelet was estimated from autocorrelation of the
seismic traces. This method was preferred over using the well logs to estimate a deterministic
wavelet because it avoided potentially overfitting to the logs and resulting in inaccuracies
away from the wells. Figure 4.1 shows the wavelets for each dataset. Well-to-seismic ties were
applied for the various seismic datasets using synthetic seismograms modeled from sonic and
density logs. Major horizons were picked for each seismic data type and used for PS and SS
volume registration to PP time. For the initial low-frequency model, only Well C was utilized.
The motivation for using only one study-area well was so that the inversion result would
be controlled primarily by the seismic data. Well C was selected due to its advantageous
location in the center of our survey, its full suite of logs, and its large depth range of sonic and
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density log coverage (from ∼2000 feet measured depth to below the reservoir). These logs
were filtered in time using a 7 Hz low-pass filter, with these values selected to fill the missing
lower frequencies of the PP data without biasing results by including any frequencies higher
than necessary. The filtered log values were then extrapolated throughout the 3D volume
using the previously interpreted horizons to create the initial model.
4.2 Poststack PP Inversion
After conditioning the field data, I began with inverting the poststack PP volume, ap-
plying the same process used for the synthetic data. In this process, various combinations
of inversion parameters were tested using HampsonRussell’s iteration test feature until ob-
taining the combination producing the best fit between the P-impedance values from the
inversion result and the logs from Well C. Table 4.1 summarizes those optimal parameters.
Because the inversion converged on a solution in just a few iterations, the prewhitening pa-
rameter was increased to be relatively large to slow down the convergence in order to pick the
number of iterations that maximized the match to Well C. The HampsonRussell poststack
method allows for the specification of a “block size,” which controls the thickness (in time)
of each model parameter grid block. A large value results in a more sparse subsurface rep-
resentation (which may be more realistic, depending on local geology), while a small value
produces a smoother result and can better fit the seismic data. An average block size of 4
ms was selected because it produced the best fit to the well. I also experimented with larger
block sizes to create a more sparse, blocky result to better match the geology of the Eagle
Ford reservoir interval and avoid smoothing through sharp property contrasts at the top and
base of the formation. An average block size of 12 ms successfully accomplished this goal
and produced a good match to Well C, but the decision was made to proceed with the 4
ms average block size to facilitate comparison since this parameter cannot adjusted in the
prestack inversion methods in the HampsonRussell software.
To determine the accuracy of the inversion away from Well C, I compare the inverted
model parameters to the well logs for various blind wells in the study area, whose locations
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Figure 4.1: Wavelets extracted statistically from the various seismic datasets used for inver-
sion in a window around the reservoir interval. The time response and amplitude spectrum
prior to registration are shown for each wavelet.




Average block size 4 ms
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are mapped with respect to the seismic survey boundary in Figure 4.2. In addition to the
wells within the seismic survey area, three wells outside the survey were moved just inside
the boundary for comparison to our results. Figure 4.3 shows the P-impedance output from
the inversion for two cross-sections through the various well locations. From these sections,
we can see that the inversion is producing a very good match to not only Well C, which
was used for the low-frequency model and to test inversion parameters, but also to the blind
wells in other areas of the survey. Looking more closely, impedance estimates for the Eagle
Ford formation match the wells better than those in the Austin Chalk, which show vertical
variations in some areas that do not match the logs. As an additional QC, we can compare
the predicted seismic data from our estimated model to the input seismic data (Figure 4.4).
This comparison shows that we also match the seismic data around the reservoir interval
fairly well, but with some coherent misfit. Specifically, we see that the predicted amplitudes
are too small at both the top and base of the Eagle Ford. This it attributed to this particular
inversion method’s inability to reproduce the sharp impedance contrasts at the top an base
of the formation, smoothing through these zones. Overall, the inversion is performing well,
but there are places where it could be improved.
4.3 Poststack SS (TT) Inversion
As shown using synthetic data in Chapter 3, it is possible to invert poststack pure-shear
data directly for an accurate estimate of shear impedance. Combining the S-impedance result
from inversion of our SS field data with the P-impedance result discussed in the previous
section could allow for significant uplift in interpretive capabilities. In Chapter 2, based on a
comparison of the field data quality between the RR and TT components, it was determined
that the TT dataset was preferred for poststack inversion purposes, and therefore it is used
herein.
For this process, I tested inverting the seismic data in SS time and registering the results
along with directly inverting the registered seismic data. I found that results were superior
with the former (likely related to wavelet inconsistencies resulting from registration), and
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Figure 4.2: Wells and cross section lines used to QC inversion results.
Figure 4.3: Cross sections B-B’ and A-A’ of the P-impedance estimates from PP poststack
inversion. The map in the bottom right shows a slice of the P-impedance values through the
Eagle Ford formation.
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Figure 4.4: The input seismic data, predicted data, and misfit from PP poststack inversion
for (a) Inline 250 and (b) Crossline 230.
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that process is discussed here. As with the PP poststack inversion, I began with tying Well
C to the seismic data, but this time using the velocities from a shear sonic log. I then created
a starting low-frequency model using this well and the shear impedances calculated from the
logs (with a 2 Hz low-pass filter applied) extrapolated throughout the 3D volume using the
seismic horizons. These steps were equivalent to those followed for the other starting models,
but applied in SS time.
For the inversions of the TT data, I attempted to achieve similar results as for PP and
optimized parameters to produce results that best matched the Well C logs. Table 4.2 shows
the parameters used for the different results. Compared to the poststack PP inversion, here I
used a much lower prewhitening value because there was no issue with the result converging
too quickly, as an optimal number of 15 iterations was selected. A larger average block size
was used for the SS data due to the approximately doubled traveltimes. The inversion output
was registered to PP time using the same method discussed in Chapter 2, and comparisons
to S-impedance values from well logs are shown in Figure 4.5. Once again, we produce very
good matches to all of the wells where S-impedance logs are available, although this result
has lower resolution than that of the PP poststack inversion due to the lower bandwidth of
the SS seismic data. For this reason, joint inversion would likely provide significant uplift
by combining the information from the S-wave data with the improved resolution of the
P-wave data. A comparison of the input data to the predicted data (Figure 4.6) also shows
almost no misfit. The misfit here is smaller than that of the PP inversion due to the smaller
prewhitening and greater number of iterations selected.




Average block size 8 ms
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Figure 4.5: Cross sections B-B’ and A-A’ of the PP poststack inversion result. Zones in
black represent areas with no coverage by the pure-shear survey.
Figure 4.6: The input seismic data, predicted data, and misfit from TT poststack inversion
for (a) Inline 250 and (b) Crossline 230.
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4.4 Prestack PP Simultaneous Inversion
With the additional information from the AVA behavior, inverting angle gathers of the
PP data allows for simultaneously estimating S-impedance and density in addition to P-
impedance. Initial low-frequency models were created for the additional parameters follow-
ing the same steps used for the P-impedance model described for PP poststack inversion.
Again, various inversion parameter combinations were tested to determine which produced
the overall best match to Well C logs for all of the inversion outputs. Table 4.3 summarizes
the parameters selected. A relatively low prewhitening value was used and 16 iterations were
determined to produce the best result. This larger number of iterations (as compared to the
PP poststack method) was due to the relative complexity in fitting five input angle stacks by
varying three parameters, as opposed to one input stack and one parameter. The ‘gamma’
parameter (VS
VP
in this case), which affects the contribution of the S-wave and density terms to
the reflectivity equations as discussed in Chapter 2, was set to be estimated from the starting
model values and kept constant during the inversion iterations. This was chosen in order
to avoid introducing additional error into the results due to the relatively poor estimates of
VP-VS ratio from the inverted P- and S-impedance values. The full angle range was utilized
to potentially produce better S-impedance and density results, but it seems that they are
still mostly controlled by their relationships to P-impedance based on the similar patterns of
each of the results (Figure 4.7). This is consistent with what was observed in the synthetic
data tests in Chapter 3. In this case, this works fairly well, as all three parameters show
strong matches to the well logs, indicating that the the relationships between the parameters
do not vary significantly throughout our study area. The P- and S-impedance results show
slightly better matches than density, which has a relatively large error in some locations.
Again, I compare the misfit between the input and predicted data for each angle stack
at Inline 250 and Crossline 230 (Figure 4.8). From these images, we can see that the misfit
is minimized in the 20-30◦ and 30-40◦ angle stacks, and largest at the 40-50◦ angle stack,
where it was determined that there was the greatest mismatch between true and predicted
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Gamma from initial model
Angle range 0-50◦
amplitudes from the modeling discussed in Chapter 3. Overall, the magnitude of the misfit
is comparable to that of the PP poststack inversion.
4.5 Prestack Joint PP-PS Simultaneous Inversion
Based on observations of the Aki and Richards (2002) equations in Chapter 2, it was
expected that the addition of PS data for seismic inversion would result in improved S-
impedance estimates. The results of the prestack inversions of the synthetic data (Chapter
3) originally suggested that this was not the case, but after further analysis, it was determined
that the PP inversion resulted in acceptable S-impedance and density estimates only when
they followed the established background trend from well logs. Thus, if there were any
variation in rock properties across our study area, we might expect that including the PS
data would improve upon the PP inversion results. To test whether or not that is the case,
we apply joint PP-PS prestack inversion on the field data.
Including the PS data requires optimizing additional parameters. Many combinations
were tested, and the values that were chosen are shown in Table 4.4. A moderate prewhiten-
ing value was selected, mostly to avoid large (and inaccurate) variations in VP-VS ratio
calculated from P- and S-impedance, and the number of iterations was again determined
based on the best overall match to the well logs for the inverted parameters. As in the PP
prestack inversion, the gamma values from the initial model were used. Due to the discrep-
ancy between the PS AVA behavior of our synthetic and field data (discussed in Chapter 3),
only the 0-30◦ angles were utilized for the converted waves. These same angles were also used
for the PP data because estimating S-impedance and density from the far-offset PP data
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Figure 4.7: Cross sections B-B’ and A-A’ of the PP prestack inversion results for (a) P-
impedance, (b) S-impedance, and (c) density.
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Figure 4.8: Data misfit from PP prestack inversion. (a), (b), and (c) are the input data,
predicted data, and misfit for the Inline 250 angle stacks. (d), (e), and (f) are the input
data, predicted data, and misfit for the Crossline 230 angle stacks.
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is poorly resolved, and only near-offsets are required to estimate P-impedance. Additional
tests determined that the far angle stacks were not improving results. A PS
PP
contribution
ratio of one was selected to balance the contribution of each dataset. This parameter ad-
justs how strongly to weight the misfit to each dataset, where values below one weight the
PP data more heavily, and vice versa. Values ranging from 0.5 to 4.0 were also tested and
determined to have a relatively minor effect on results. The inversion outputs (Figure 4.9)
show that, like the PP prestack result, very good estimates of all parameters are produced
when compared to well logs in the area. A visual comparison between these results and the
PP prestack results (Figure 4.7) suggests that the S-impedance estimate matches the blind
wells slightly better, best observed by comparing the match to the single blind well shown
on cross-section B-B’. The P-impedance and density estimates seem to be unimproved, and
the density result still shows a relatively large error at some well locations.




Gamma from initial model
PP angle range 0-30◦
PS angle range 0-30◦
PS/PP contribution ratio 1
The misfit for the PP and PS data are shown in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11, respectively.
Here, we observe that the PS misfit is larger than the PP misfit, likely due to the lower quality
of the PS input data. Additionally, for both datasets, the misfit is smallest for the 20-30◦
angle stack, where the signal-to-noise ratio is highest. The PP misfit is slightly larger than
it was for the PP prestack inversion, which can be attributed to the tradeoff between fitting
the PP and PS data volumes.
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Figure 4.9: Cross sections B-B’ and A-A’ of the joint PP-PS prestack inversion results for
(a) P-impedance, (b) S-impedance, and (c) density.
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Figure 4.10: PP (a) input data, (b) predicted data, and (c) misfit from joint PP-PS prestack
inversion. Angle stacks are shown for Inline 250 and Crossline 230.
Figure 4.11: PS (a) input data, (b) predicted data, and (c) misfit from joint PP-PS prestack
inversion. Angle stacks are shown for Inline 250 and Crossline 230.
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4.6 Inversion Comparison
After completing all the inversions, the results were crossplotted against the well logs
(which had a 40 Hz low-pass filter applied in the time domain) and cross-correlation values
were compared. These values are shown in Table 4.5 for Well C, which was used for the low-
frequency model and to test inversion parameters, and in Table 4.6 for the blind wells in the
survey area (Figure 4.2). From these values, we can see that the two poststack methods both
resulted in good impedance estimates, though the TT result was limited by the resolution
and the relatively high noise of the data. The PP prestack inversion estimated all parameters
well; however, the VP-VS ratio calculated from P- and S-impedance was poorly recovered.
Including the PS data in a joint inversion very slightly improved S-impedance estimates, but
resulted in a larger improvement for VP-VS ratio. Additionally, we can see that parameter
estimates for the blind wells are comparable in quality to those for Well C, and for the most
part slightly better. This result reinforces the amplitude scaling method I applied during
the data conditioning discussed in Chapter 2. It is also encouraging that the inversions are
not overfitting the properties of Well C, meaning the inversion parameters selected are not
producing an accurate result at Well C while poorly estimating parameters elsewhere.
Table 4.5: Cross-correlation values from comparison of inversion results to Well C logs.
WELL C Poststack Prestack
Attribute PP TT PP PP-PS
P-Impedance .95 – .93 .93
S-Impedance – .85 .93 .94
Density – – .92 .92
VP-VS Ratio – – .77 .82
From these comparisons, we can see that, overall, the joint PP-PS prestack inversion did
the best job of inverting for the parameters of interest. Therefore, this result will be used
for analysis and interpretation moving forward.
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Table 4.6: Cross-correlation values from comparison of inversion results to well logs of blind
wells.
BLIND WELLS Poststack Prestack
Attribute PP TT PP PP-PS
P-Impedance .96 – .94 .95
S-Impedance – .86 .95 .97
Density – – .91 .91




After achieving the optimal inversion results for P-impedance, S-impedance, and density,
as determined by their match to well logs, the next step was to make use of these results
to accomplish the goals outlined in Chapter 1. To do so, the inversion results were used to
directly calculate key elastic and geomechanical properties in order to perform preliminary
interpretation on their effects on hydraulic fracturing and reservoir performance through
comparison to microseismic and production data. Future work will seek to utilize these
results for dynamic reservoir modeling.
5.1 Elastic Properties
Although interpretations can be made from the directly inverted impedance and density
volumes, these parameters can also be transformed into other elastic properties that may be
more intuitive or useful for interpretation. A few examples of the elastic properties that can
be acquired are the VP-VS ratio, Poisson’s ratio, Young’s modulus, and Lamé’s parameters.
Any two of these properties (in addition to P- and S-wave velocity), can be used to calculate
the others (Birch, 1961). The equations for these properties and their physical meanings are
discussed in the following subsections.
5.1.1 VP-VS Ratio
The VP-VS ratio is one of the easiest elastic properties to understand. It is simply the
ratio of P- to S-wave velocity. Since the density term is cancelled during division, the ratio








where ZP is P-impedance and ZS is S-impedance. Because different minerals have different
VP-VS ratios, it can be used to discriminate lithology (Mavko et al., 2009). Additionally, the
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presence of even a small amount of gas can cause a significant decrease in P-wave velocity
while S-wave velocity is mostly unaffected, lowering the VP-VS ratio. Thus, if this effect can
be separated from lithology, it might indicate pore fluid changes across the study area.
5.1.2 Poisson’s Ratio
Poisson’s ratio is a dimensionless measure of the transverse extension of a material result-
ing from longitudinal compression, or vice versa. It can range from 0 (for highly compressible
materials, such as cork) to 0.5 (for incompressible materials like rubber), but is between 0















where ν is Poisson’s ratio.
5.1.3 Young’s Modulus
Young’s modulus is a measure of a material’s stiffness and is the ratio of uniaxial stress
to uniaxial strain. It corresponds to the brittleness of a material and can be represented in








where E represents Young’s modulus.
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio are often combined to estimate a ‘brittleness index’
(Rickman et al., 2008), although this is essentially a lithology indicator (Herwanger et al.,
2015). They can also be used to describe wave propagation for an isotropic elastic medium
through Hooke’s law (Lempriere, 1968).
5.1.4 Lamé’s Parameters
While engineers prefer Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, a more intuitive parameter-
ization for the description of wave propagation in isotropic elastic media is through Lamé’s
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parameters, incompressibility and rigidity. Incompressibility is resistance to compression,
while rigidity, also known as shear modulus, is resistance to shear strain. Incompressibility
can be impacted by fluid type, while rigidity is representative of the matrix and is mostly
unaffected by fluid type (Goodway et al., 1997).
Because of the uncertainty in density estimates from seismic inversion, rather than analyz-
ing exact values of Lamé’s parameters, an alternative known as λ−µ−ρ analysis (Goodway
et al., 1997) is often applied. In this formulation, the product of Lamé’s parameters and
density is used in order to avoid separating out the density term from impedance estimates.
Then, the properties can be found using





where λ is incompressibility, µ is rigidity, and ρ is density. Goodway et al. (1997) showed
that crossplots of lambda-rho (λρ) and mu-rho (µρ) can be used to determine lithologies and
separate fluid effects.
5.2 Comparing Elastic Properties
With the physical meaning of the elastic parameters understood, we can compare them
to determine what might be of most use in characterizing the reservoir in the study area. In
unconventional reservoirs like the Eagle Ford and Austin Chalk, the success and efficiency
of hydrocarbon extraction for a particular well is dependent upon not only the quality of
the reservoir at the well location (i.e., hydrocarbons in place and permeability), but also on
the quality of the hydraulic fracture treatment, which is affected by lithologies and in-situ
stresses. In order to know how a particular model can help predict a well’s success, we first
need to understand how its values can be affected by changes in reservoir or rock properties
of interest. To do this, I present the average values for the major minerals of interest in
Table 5.1. Here, we can see how variations in mineralogy or kerogen content might affect the
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different properties. We observe that P-wave velocity and density vary with each other, as
do S-wave velocity, Young’s modulus, and shear modulus. Poisson’s ratio and VP-VS ratio
also correlate. Thus, there is not much value in trying to interpret more than one parameter
from each of these three groups.
Table 5.1: Comparison of elastic parameters for minerals of interest. Values are taken or
calculated from Mavko et al. (2009).
Mineral VP (ft/s) VS (ft/s) ρ (g/cc) VP-VS ν E (GPa) λ (GPa) µ (GPa)
Calcite 21000 11000 2.71 1.91 0.31 79.4 49.4 30.3
Clay 11800 5770 2.58 2.05 0.35 21.6 18.7 8
Quartz 19800 13500 2.65 1.47 0.07 95.7 7.28 44.7
Kerogen 7380 4760 2.25 1.55 0.14 6.16 1.05 2.7
Recall from Chapter 4 that the results were significantly more accurate for P- and S-
impedance than for the VP-VS ratio, and analysis in Chapter 3 suggested that density terms
were mostly derived from a pre-established relationship to P-impedance. Thus, it might be
beneficial to use parameters that can be calculated without these parameters. That leads us
to λ−µ− ρ analysis, since λρ and µρ can both be calculated from impedances alone. Based
on what was observed in Table 5.1, Lamé’s parameters should be valuable for separating
the effects of varying mineralogies or kerogen content, so I proceeded with this method for
a preliminary analysis of the inversion results.
5.3 Lambda-Mu-Rho Analysis
Using Equations 5.4 and 5.5, I converted the P- and S-impedance volumes from the PP-
PS prestack inversion result into λρ and µρ volumes. Figure 5.1 shows a crossplot of these
values taken from a window around the reservoir interval (Top Austin Chalk to Base Eagle
Ford). Here we can see that for both formations, values generally follow a single trend with
very little deviation or scattering, indicating that seismic velocities and density are mostly
controlled by the rock matrix and see very little influence from fluid type. This is consistent
with observations of well log values, which showed more scattering at log scale, but not
when bandpass filtered to the seismic scale. The minimal spread is likely due to the very
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low porosity of the tight reservoir carbonates and marls. Unfortunately, this suggests that
our inversion results will not be particularly valuable for predicting reservoir fluid variations.
Thus, we proceed with trying to understand the effect of the matrix on completions and
production in the reservoir through analysis of the µρ property.
Figure 5.1: A plot of µρ vs. λρ values from inversion results from the Top Austin Chalk to
Base Eagle Ford horizons.
In the case of µρ values, the most significant effect on rigidity is lithology, which can
have a major impact on hydraulic fracture behavior. Because quartz and calcite, which have
relatively high rigidity, are more brittle than clay, they are more easily fractured during
stimulation. In this regard, high µρ values are beneficial. However, this is not the only
variation that we should consider. Rock physics work by another member of the Eagle
Ford Team has determined that increasing kerogen content and porosity, which would result
in better reservoir quality, creates lower impedances and lower rigidity (Durmuş, 2019). An
additional effect that might lower rigidity is the presence of natural fractures, which have the
potential to impact both completions and production. Keeping these effects in mind, we then
can analyze the µρ values from our inversion results in map view to look for correlations
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to microseismic events recorded on the surface 3C grid or to estimated ultimate recovery
(EUR) forecasts from the decline curve analysis performed by another Eagle Ford Team
member (Amini, 2019). Slices were taken in the Lower Austin Chalk and Eagle Ford target
intervals and compared to the corresponding microseismic events and production forecasts
(see Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3).
Figure 5.2: Map views of µρ values from the Austin Chalk and Eagle Ford target intervals
near Wells A and B. Microseismic events for each well are plotted over the zone that they
were landed in.
First, looking closely at the two wells at the center of our survey for which microseismic
events were recorded (Figure 5.2), we can look for correlations between µρ values and hy-
draulic fracture behavior. From the map of Eagle Ford µρ values and microseismic events
for Well B, which landed in the Eagle Ford, we observe that large clusters of events often
correspond to low µρ values. This could be indicative of the presence of natural fractures
resulting in more complex hydraulic fracture behavior. The map of Austin Chalk µρ values
and microseismic events for Well A’s Austin Chalk stimulation is more difficult to interpret
due to the relative consistency of µρ values along the wellbore, and no general trend is ob-
served. This is also complicated by the fact that events were observed to move downward
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into the Eagle Ford for this well, which is likely related to the higher pore pressure and
resulting lower effective stresses as compared to the Austin Chalk. Interestingly, for both
wells, we can observe a series of events from one of the later stages (approximately 1500 ft
from the heels to the southeast) that follow a similar southwest-northeast linear feature of
relatively low µρ values. This is likely indicative of a subseismic fault or highly fractured
zone allowing for fluids and proppant to move preferentially to the southwest. The activation
of this fault during hydraulic fracturing is interpreted to be related to some of the time-lapse
changes observed in the 4D surface seismic data which was analyzed in Liu (2019). Addi-
tionally, tracer data for this stage in Well A shows that it was one of the poorest producers
over the first few months of production, indicating that the hydraulic fracture treatment was
unsuccessful in stimulating the formation. If these types of fault or fracture zones could be
predicted with seismic data, completions strategies could be adjusted to avoid them.
Figure 5.3: Map views of µρ values from the Austin Chalk and Eagle Ford target intervals
over the whole survey area compared to production for each well landed in the respective
interval. Relative EUR from decline curve analysis is represented by bubble areas.
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Next, we zoom out to the full study area to try to correlate µρ values to production
(Figure 5.3). An important observation here is that lateral variations in the Eagle Ford
are relatively large percentage changes compared to those in the Austin Chalk. Thus, it is
reasonable to expect more variability in the EUR of Eagle Ford wells. This is generally what
is observed, save a very large EUR outlier landed in the Austin Chalk (Well F1) and a few
of the wells in the closely-spaced cluster on the eastern side of the area. It is difficult to
jump to concrete conclusions based on these comparisons, but a few key observations can be
made. Starting with the Eagle Ford map, we can see that relatively high producers occur in
both high- and low-µρ zones (for example, Wells G3, G4, E1, and R). Interestingly, we also
observe that zones of moderate µρ values result in poor producers (including Wells B, P1,
P2, S2, and S3). As we have discussed, relatively low µρ values likely correspond to more
more natural fractures, kerogen, and porosity (better reservoir quality) explaining the good
production in wells targeting these zones. The good producers in zones of high µρ are then
likely related to brittle rock that contains fewer natural fractures. In these zones, hydraulic
fracturing is likely to be more successful. Zones of moderate µρ values may be explained by
rocks that are not brittle and do not contain a significant amount of natural fractures, or
could potentially be related to higher clay content and lower kerogen.
The Austin Chalk map in Figure 5.3 generally suggests higher production from zones of
lower µρ. This is consistent with what is expected since those zones likely contain higher
kerogen and more natural fractures that could improve hydraulic fracturing results and
potentially allow for more migration and increased pressure from the Eagle Ford below.
5.4 Future Work
The preliminary analysis discussed here suggests that multicomponent seismic inversion
results can be useful tools for unconventional reservoir characterization, potentially leading to
improvements in future reservoir development, but additional work is in progress to confirm
these observations. The resulting property models from the inversion will be passed on to
members of the Eagle Ford Team who are working on rock physics and to engineers who will
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perform dynamic reservoir simulation. The rock physics work will allow inversion outputs
to be linked more directly to rock properties, while the dynamic modeling will benefit from
having more accurate estimates of lateral property changes between well logs. Once this




MULTICOMPONENT AVA INVERSION AND AVA PREDICTION ERROR
The CGG HampsonRussell commercial software package allows for the joint AVA inver-
sion of PP and PS data; however, it is currently unable to handle SS data volumes. Thus, an
important objective is to understand the potential added value of pure-shear data. Because,
to my knowledge, no commercially available software is capable of shear-wave AVA inversion
at the time of writing, I developed a code for independent and joint AVA inversion of PP,
PS, SV, and SH modes. In this chapter, I describe the algorithm and its application to the
Eagle Ford field data.
6.1 Multicomponent AVA Inversion Method
There are multiple ways of posing and solving the AVA inverse problem. Creative and
intricate methods have been developed for these purposes. For this work, I apply a relatively
simple, yet effective, method for joint inversion of PP, PS, SV, and SH reflection amplitudes,
treating it as a linear problem. The details of the inversion method are described herein.
6.1.1 Model Parameterization
The first design decision when developing an AVA inversion code for 9-C data was which
combination of model parameters to invert. As discussed in Chapter 1, numerous lineariza-
tions of the Zoeppritz equations exist to approximate reflection amplitudes at an interface
using different combinations of parameters. The Aki and Richards (2002) equations describe
reflection coefficients in terms of velocity and density contrasts. Fatti et al. (1994) re-express



































which is expressed here using the same notation as in previous chapters. Equation 6.1 can
be rewritten in terms of reflection coefficients as




















































is the density reflectivity.
This form was further expanded by Simmons and Backus (1996) to link all three reflection
coefficient terms into one using empirically derived relationships. Based on the results of
Gardner et al. (1974), they determined that Rρ = 0.2RP . In combination with the Castagna
et al. (1985) mudrock curve, they also obtained RS = (0.688
VP
VS
+0.2)RP . These relationships
















From this equation and the known relationships, the predicted P-wave, S-wave, and density
reflectivity can be calculated. If one were to invert for this single parameter, there would be
zones of poor data prediction (i.e. large data misfit) where the background trends do not
apply (potentially due to the presence of hydrocarbons). Thus, to explain any deviations in
the shear or density reflectivity terms that are not described by this background trend, Sim-
mons and Backus (1996) included two additional ‘∆’ parameters (the AVA model prediction
error) in the inversion as













There are two main advantages to this parameterization. First, it allows for the assumption
that the parameters vary mostly independently of each other, simplifying the specification
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of the model covariance matrix, which will be discussed further in the following section.
Second, the two ∆ terms can be indicative of anomalies that do not follow the established
background trend. In certain scenarios, they could represent hydrocarbon-bearing zones,
and are comparable to the “fluid factor” defined by Smith and Gidlow (1987).
In this work, I express the equations in a similar format, but in terms of impedance
and density contrasts rather than reflectivities and replacing the Gardner et al. (1974) and
Castagna et al. (1985) relationships with those observed locally from well logs. This resembles
the method of Hampson et al. (2005), but avoids applying the analysis in logarithmic space.
I also expand the linearization to all of the other wave modes being utilized: PS, SV, and




























































































































































































































and are derived from crossplots of P-impedance against S-impedance and
density using well logs representative of the survey area. Although the first parameter in
each equation is ∆ZP
ZP




can be predicted from
these relationships. The corresponding ∆ZS and ∆ρ terms represent the deviation from these
predicted values. Note that while the PS, SV, and SH equations can generally be described
using only two terms (see Chapter 2), all three are included when inverting jointly with
PP data so that the first term (∆ZP
ZP
) can be controlled more strongly by the PP equation.
When PP data are not used, the second term (∆ZS) is dropped from the three remaining
equations, and the first term is controlled mainly by the S-impedance contrast which can be
easily calculated from the predicted P-impedance contrast.
For the Eagle Ford field data, the coefficients a and b were calculated to be 1.03 and
0.0795, respectively, through crossplotting Well C logs over the zone of interest and fitting
trend lines. Since the hydrocarbon zones in the project area are well-known stratigraphically,
crossplotting over the zone of interest at the well location will help locate any anomalous
zones in a lateral sense through increased activity on the two ∆ (model prediction error)
terms. In an exploration setting, where potential target zones also need to be delineated
vertically, it would likely be more beneficial to determine the background relationships from
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non-pay zones (e.g., wet sands) or use the Gardner et al. (1974) and Castagna et al. (1985)
relationships, so that any deviation from the background (e.g., a gas sand interval) would
be apparent on the ∆ terms at the top and base of the layer.
6.1.2 Covariance Matrix and Damping
To scale output model parameters appropriately with respect to each other and also
include any relationships between the parameters in the inversion process, it is necessary to
















where σij represents covariance and the subscripts indicate the model parameters. The
diagonal terms are the variance of each model parameter from the initial low-frequency
model. An advantage of expressing the AVA equations following the method of Simmons
and Backus (1996) (i.e., through a single parameter to describe the majority of the data and
two smaller ∆ terms) is that it allows the terms to vary largely independently of each other,
such that the assumption of zero covariance is reasonable, and thus all off-diagonal terms of
Cm go to zero. This precludes the difficulty of estimating parameter covariances and only
requires specifying the individual parameter variances on the diagonal terms.
To determine the appropriate values for the diagonal terms for the Eagle Ford data, I used
the well log values observed at Well C. When converted to the time domain and resampled at
the same rate as the input seismic data (i.e. the layer thickness in the inversion), the model
parameter values were scaled appropriately for the calculation of the variance of each term.
These were determined to be ∆ZP
ZP
= 6.5 × 10−3, ∆ZS = 1.6 × 10
−4, and ∆ρ = 6.2 × 10
−5.
The relative magnitudes of the variances are logical; the majority of variations should be
described by the first term, and because the S-impedance contrasts are expected to be much
larger than the density contrasts, the second term should be larger than the third. To allow
for any variations in the background relationships away from the well location to be apparent
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in the inversion results, the variances of the ∆ parameters were each increased by a factor
of 10.
Simmons and Backus (1996) also specify a scalar for the covariance matrix as σ2d, which in
theory should be representative of the variance of the noise in the input data. In practice, the
effect of increasing this scalar is a decrease in the variance of the output model parameters,
acting to damp the inversion results. Rather than attempting to calculate this value, the
authors chose to apply several inversions with a range of σ2d values, ‘artfully’ selecting the
value that minimizes data misfit while avoiding fitting noise in the input data. This is an
effective method when well logs and expected parameter values are unknown. Since the
Eagle Ford data includes the necessary well logs, I instead test a range of σ2d values and
choose one that appropriately scales the model parameters at the well location to the values
observed in the logs.
6.1.3 Wavelets and Data Scaling
There were two options considered to remove the effects of the wavelets in the inversion
results. The first and more simple approach was to deconvolve estimated wavelets to arrive
at a reflectivity series which could be directly inverted. This was advantageous in that it
allowed for the ability to invert each time sample independently, significantly simplifying the
problem and speeding up computation. However, it also had the potential to amplify noise if
imperfectly applied. The second approach was to include the wavelets in the inversion itself
through convolution with the estimated reflectivity series. Although this method was more
complex to implement, it was determined to produce more favorable results during testing,
and thus it was utilized moving forward.
The input field data from the Eagle Ford 9-C survey were the PP, PS, RR, and TT
volumes, each with five 10◦ limited angle stacks from 0-50◦ as processed from a commercial
contractor. The data conditioning steps described in Chapter 2 were applied, and all modes
were registered to PP time through horizon matching. Zero-phase statistical wavelets for
each mode were estimated throughout a portion of the center of the survey area using a
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window centered on the reservoir from just above the Anacacho horizon to just below the
Buda horizon (∼400 ms in PP time). Figure 6.1 shows the estimated wavelets.
At this point, it was necessary to scale the data amplitudes and wavelets to bring them
into agreement. To do this, I chose to specify the wavelet amplitudes and scale only the
input data. The wavelets were all set at an amplitude of one and then the PP, PS, and RR
wavelet amplitudes were adjusted to account for variations due to source radiation patterns
and receiver orientations with respect to the direction of maximum particle displacement. A
cosine-squared angle dependency correction was determined to work well for this purpose.
This adjustment was not necessary for the TT data due to its unique particle motion with
respect to propagation direction. Next, Equations 1.4 and 2.5-2.7 were used to calculate
reflection coefficients for each mode and angle using Well C logs. The resulting reflection
coefficient series were convolved with the respective wavelets to create synthetic data with
the optimal amplitudes for inversion. These synthetics were then plotted against the scaled
field data from the well location. Scalars were adjusted for each mode to best match the
synthetic data amplitudes. Figure 6.2 shows a comparison of the final scaled and synthetic
data. Overall, the match is very good at the reservoir interval (the high amplitudes towards
the end of each trace), but there are a few traces that do not match what was predicted
from the well logs (specifically, the 35◦ traces in the PS and RR data and the 45◦ traces in
the PS, RR, and TT data). Thus, these angles were not expected to be beneficial in the
inversion and were not utilized moving forward. Also, it can be noted that the amplitudes
show a poor match in the overburden, especially for the pure-shear modes, although the
exact reasons for this are unknown.
6.1.4 Linear Inversion
The linear inversion process is based on the simple equation
(6.10)Gm = d,
where d is a vector containing the data time series for each mode and angle of incidence, m
is a vector of three model parameters for each time sample, and G describes the functions
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of wavelets estimated from each mode and angle stack for joint
inversion.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of final scaled data to synthetic data predicted from Well C logs for
each mode.
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that calculate data amplitudes from model parameters as a matrix of coefficients obtained
from Equations 6.5-6.8 corresponding to the angles and modes in d. If G and d are known,









where the superscripts ‘T ’ and ‘−1’ indicate the matrix transpose and inverse, respectively.
The damping parameter (σ2d) and covariance matrix (Cm) described previously are included
in the equation. The system of equations is solved for each layer simultaneously, as G
includes the wavelet convolutional effects, and thus, the data at each time sample are not
necessarily independent.
After obtaining the matrix mpred, it is straigtforward to determine the predicted data
using Equation 6.10 and calculate the true and predicted data misfit, or the AVA data pre-
diction error, which is important to consider in selecting optimal parameters and comparing
results.
6.1.5 Calculating Absolute Parameter Estimates
The model parameters directly output from the inversion are convenient for anomaly
detection, but not immediately practical for understanding the true properties of the rock
that they describe. Thus, it can be beneficial to calculate the absolute parameter values. This
is where the information from the low-frequency models is included. The method applied
can be described in three steps. First, from the inversion outputs (∆ZP
ZP
, ∆ZS , and ∆ρ),
calculate parameter contrasts by combining the ∆ parameters with the S-impedance and
density contrast values predicted from the background relationships to ∆ZP
ZP







series. Second, integrate these series over time sample to arrive
at relative parameter estimates of P- and S-impedance and density. Finally, multiply the
relative parameter values by the low-frequency model values at each time sample, and add the
resulting time series to the respective low-frequency model to arrive at absolute parameter
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estimates. As discussed in Chapter 5, this parameterization can be used to calculate other
key rock properties that may be useful for interpretation and analysis.
6.1.6 Synthetic Data Tests
To validate the numerical implemention of the inversion code, the method was applied
to simple synthetic data which were created for each wave mode. That process is discussed
further in Appendix A.
6.2 Application to Field Data
After validating the inversion method on a single CDP location within the survey area,
it was ready to be expanded to larger portions of the dataset. To do this, various input
parameter combinations were tested at the CDP where Well C is located and then applied
to a one-second time window around the reservoir across all inlines and crosslines. Here, I
describe the process of selecting input parameters, compare the inversion results, and discuss
the effects of including shear-wave datasets.
6.2.1 Input Parameters
The first choice of input parameters was which datasets to use for inversion. Rather
than testing every possible combination, five different combinations were selected that were
expected to optimally show the effects of the pure-shear data on the inversion results. These
included PP, PS, TT, joint PP-TT, and joint PP-PS-RR-TT, and were selected for several
reasons. First, I wanted to concentrate on the PP and TT data, as they were the highest-
quality (see Chapter 2) with the greatest range of usable incident angles. Conversely, the
RR data were deemed to be low-quality, were only reliable at near offsets, and thus were
not heavily tested. The value of the PS data volume was thoroughly analyzed in Chapters 3
and 4, so little focus was given to the converted-wave in this additional work, though I did
want to observe how it would behave when inverted independently (which is not possible
using the CGG HampsonRussell software). Finally, I wanted to see the results of including
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all four data types in a joint inversion.
Additionally, the code allows for the assignment of weights to each data type in a joint
inversion. Because the PP data better resolved the thin beds around the reservoir, I tested
weighing it more heavily than the other modes in an attempt to improve the resolution of the
inversion result. Thus, the PP-TT inversion was applied with both a 1:1 and 4:1 contribution
ratio, and the PP-PS-RR-TT inversion used both 1:1:1:1 and 12:2:1:3 contribution ratios
(with PS, RR, and TT weighted based on data quality and offset availability in the latter).
After deciding on the data types and weights, the only additional parameter to be ad-
justed during the inversion was the σ2d value, or damping parameter. I selected optimal values
for each inversion through comparison of output absolute model parameters (P-impedance,
S-impedance, and density) at the test CDP to the values of the Well C logs. Figure 6.3
shows an example of that process. The effects of increasing the damping are a decrease
in the magnitude of parameter variations and an increase in data misfit. Figure 6.4 shows
the results of each inversion at the well location (with the apppropriate σ2d values). After
selecting these values, the inversions were applied to all CDP locations across the survey
area.
6.2.2 Results
Figure 6.4 gives a good initial idea of what should be expected from each inversion run.
As the input parameters were selected to best match the impedance values within the Eagle
Ford interval, all of the results do well in that regard at the location of Well C. Additionally,
all inversions except the PS-only run result in fairly good estimates of density over the same
interval. The inaccurate PS result suggests that using PS angle stacks out to 30◦ is not useful
for estimating density. Where the inversion results differ the most is in the Austin Chalk
interval. Here, the values of all three parameters tend to be overestimated when the SS data
contribution is greater than about 30%. This can likely be attributed to the registration
process, which distorted the Austin Chalk and Eagle Ford reflections. Also, it is clear that
the PP-only result and the results where PP data is heavily weighted better resolve the thin
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Figure 6.3: An example of how σ2d values affect inversion results. The three results show
(a) a value that is too low, (b) the optimal value, and (c) a value that is too high. This
example is from the inversion of PP data alone. The first three columns show P-impedance,
S-impedance, and density for the inversion output in blue, the low-frequency model in orange,
and the well log in gray. The fourth and fifth columns show the input data and the data
misfit, respectively.
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Figure 6.4: Calculated absolute model parameters from each inversion run at the location of
Well C compared to the well logs. The input data and misfit (predicted minus observed data)
are also shown. Each row shows the results of a different inversion with the respective input
data detailed on the left. The first three model parameter columns show the P-impedance,
S-impedance, and density from inversion output in blue, the low-frequency model in orange,
and the well log in gray. Each plot covers a time window of 400 ms.
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beds, including the Eagle Ford interval and especially the high-impedance Anacacho interval.
Finally, in the misfit, it can be observed that as relative contribution of a particular mode
increases, it’s misfit magnitude decreases, and vice versa.
After understanding the variations between the different inversion results vertically, I
attempt to study the differences in a lateral sense by first comparing amplitude slices around
the Eagle Ford interval of each model parameter (prior to calculating absolute values). These
are shown in Figure 6.5, which further reveals the variation due to different input data types
and weighting. It also illustrates a powerful method of anomaly detection: searching for large
amplitude values in the two ∆ terms. Again, these are indicative of where the relationships
observed at the well location are most violated within the survey area and could suggest
differences in fluid or rock properties. In the first column, we see a general decrease in
magnitude of impedance and density contrasts as we move further to the southeast for each
inversion result. The ∆ parameters vary more significantly with each result, and in this case,
it is difficult to say whether the ‘hot’ zones are true anomalies or just zones of poor data
quality, although the northwestern area of the survey seems to fairly consistently show larger
values.
Analysis of the inversion output parameters is incomplete without also studying any
potential differences in data misfit to understand what they might mean for each result.
Maps of the RMS amplitude of the misfit (stacked over angle for each mode) around the
reservoir (Figure 6.6) indicate where, and for which modes, the inversion is doing a better
job of predicting the observed data. From the figure, we can see that the northwestern
extent of the survey area (which showed the largest ∆ parameter values) generally exhibits
a larger misfit, especially for the PP and PS data. This further indicates that there are
significant changes in fluid or rock properties from what is observed at the center of the
survey. If additional analysis were to indicate that these changes are related to higher
or lower reservoir or completion quality, these results could be used to delineate where
the changes occur laterally, potentially improving future field development. Also from the
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Figure 6.5: Amplitude slices of inverted model parameters around the Eagle Ford horizon.
The minimum amplitude was taken for the first parameter, while the RMS amplitude over
a 40 ms window was taken for the others. Because the SS data were acquired over a smaller
portion of the survey, inversions including those data are cut down to the appropriate area.
The first two parameters each have a single colorbar scale, while the third, which varies more
significantly between the different results, has multiple scales. Although the first parameter is
P-impedance contrast it is also representative of what the baseline S-impedance and density
contrast maps would look like, but at a different scale.
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figure, the effects of increasing the relative weights of a particular dataset are apparent, and
interestingly, the pattern of misfit stays relatively consistent for each wave mode across all
results, with only the magnitude changing.
Since the main goal of the work in this chapter is to study the potential value of the
addition of S-wave data, next I compare the absolute parameter estimates between the
PP-only result and the four joint inversion results. These are shown in Figure 6.7 for PP-
only, Figure 6.8 for PP-TT (4:1 contribution ratio), Figure 6.9 for PP-PS-RR-TT (12:2:1:3),
Figure 6.10 for PP-TT (1:1), and Figure 6.11 for PP-PS-RR-TT (1:1:1:1). From these
results, we can see that the P- and S-impedance results of the PP-only inversion match the
blind wells very well throughout the Austin Chalk and Eagle Ford, but the density result
is poorer, as expected. The evenly weighted PP-TT and PP-PS-RR-TT results do a better
job of estimating the magnitude of the relatively low-density Eagle Ford, but perform poorly
in the Austin Chalk (due to the registration issues mentioned previously) and have lower
resolution. Since inversion parameters were set with a focus on the Eagle Ford, this suggests
that including S-wave data improves density estimates, but that these improvements do not
come without tradeoffs. We can also observe that these results are very similar to each other,
indicating that the PS and RR datasets (with poorer quality and more limited offsets) are
having little impact on the results. The PP-TT and PP-PS-RR-TT inversions with PP
more heavily weighted, which also appear very similar to each other, attempt to balance the
improvement in density estimates from S-wave data with the higher resolution from P-wave
data. The results may or may not be favorable for the interpreter, depending on the inversion
goals.
The PP-TT (4:1) and PP-PS-RR-TT (12:2:1:3) joint inversion results are compared to
those of the PP-only inversion through crossplotting against well log values in a range around
the reservoir from just above the Anacacho top to just below the Buda top (about 200 ms
selected over the area of increased velocity and density contrasts; Figure 6.12) for the wells
shown in the cross-sections. The three results show little variation in the crossplots and very
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Figure 6.6: RMS amplitude slices of misfit (stacked over angle for each mode) around the
Eagle Ford horizon.
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Figure 6.7: A comparison of absolute (a) P-impedance, (b) S-impedance, and (c) density
estimates at the blind well locations for the PP-only inversion.
similar crosscorrelation values. This is likely due to the very small values of the ∆ terms
in the project area (i.e., ZS and ρ vary little from what is predicted by ZP ), which makes
it difficult to determine exactly how useful the multicomponent data is. Additionally, these
could be affected partially by the resolution of the data, as the tuning effect at the thin
Eagle Ford layer is amplified for the low-resolution converted and shear modes.
These factors are also conflated with the inversion method’s assumption of isotropic
media, which is standard practice but likely to impact results in unconventional reservoirs
such as the Eagle Ford, which generally exhibit some degree of anisotropy. This could
potentially lead to deviations from observed well log values that are not well understood. It
could also be a source of significant uncertainty that is often ignored in AVA inversion, and
should be examined further.
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Figure 6.8: A comparison of absolute (a) P-impedance, (b) S-impedance, and (c) density
estimates at the blind well locations for the PP-TT joint inversion with a 4:1 contribution
ratio.
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Figure 6.9: A comparison of absolute (a) P-impedance, (b) S-impedance, and (c) density
estimates at the blind well locations for the PP-PS-RR-TT joint inversion with a 12:2:1:3
contribution ratio.
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Figure 6.10: A comparison of absolute (a) P-impedance, (b) S-impedance, and (c) density
estimates at the blind well locations for the PP-TT joint inversion with a 1:1 contribution
ratio.
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Figure 6.11: A comparison of absolute (a) P-impedance, (b) S-impedance, and (c) density
estimates at the blind well locations for the PP-PS-RR-TT joint inversion with a 1:1:1:1
contribution ratio.
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Figure 6.12: Crossplots comparing the inversion results to well log values for the PP, PP-
TT (4:1) and PP-PS-RR-TT (12:2:1:3) inversions. Each row corresponds to the labeled




The seismic AVA inversion methods of Simmons and Backus (1996) and Hampson et al.
(2005) were successfully extended to multicomponent data and tested on RCP’s Eagle Ford
dataset. In addition to calculated volumes of ZP , ZS, and ρ for detailed analysis, the output
model parameters could be studied directly as a means of anomaly detection in the reservoir.
While the parameterization of the CGG HampsonRussell software is similar, it does not
allow the user to directly analyze the model parameters, taking away a key interpretive
tool. The value of this prediction error approach was demonstrated through analysis of the
∆ parameters and data misfit, which were used to locate zones of the reservoir where the
background trends (from Well C logs) do not apply.
The development of this method allowed for the study of the value of pure-shear seismic
data for AVA inversion, which is not possible with commercially available software packages.
The addition of SS data in the inversion workflow slightly improved density estimates within
the reservoir interval but at a cost of decreased resolution. While this may not have a major
impact on interpretations in this particular location, it could provide significant uplift in an
exploration setting or in a more conventional play where fluid changes are more apparent
and more critical for success. Though this dataset was not ideal for exhibiting the full value
of 9-C inversion, it did indicate that the potential is there.
Based on these observations, I can also make several recommendations on future work in
utilizing this method. First, I would highly recommend testing the inversion with different
combinations of wave modes on a synthetic dataset specifically designed to examine the
value of the different modes, which was beyond the scope of this thesis. This could allow
for a much-improved understanding of how useful each data type is in predicting true model
parameters and further show that converted waves are not sufficient for estimating density,
which seems to be a common misconception in 3-C inversion work. Additionally, application
to a conventional play could further illustrate the value of even a slight improvement in
S-impedance or density estimates over utilizing PP data alone. In the inversion method
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itself, other techniques could potentially be tested for solving the problem. For example, one
might study the effect of imposing sparseness or blockiness on the result to better resolve
thin beds like the Eagle Ford. Finally, additional work in this particular location could focus
on improving these results through the application of a more robust registration method,
which could address the parameter estimation issues observed in the Austin Chalk interval, a
spectral balancing process to match the frequency content of each dataset, or an examination





The work presented throughout this thesis sought to fill a critical role in RCP’s Eagle
Ford Project while enlightening readers on the potential value of multicomponent datasets
and the often overlooked details of frequently used seismic inversion software. The results
and findings of this thesis are reiterated here.
7.1 Theoretical Value of Multicomponent Data
To study how the addition of multicomponent data might be beneficial in seismic inver-
sion work, I first analyzed the Aki and Richards (2002) linearized approximations to the
Zoeppritz equations for PP, PS, SV, and SH reflection coefficients. From the equations, it
was determined that inversion of PP data alone is unlikely to produce reliable estimates of S-
impedance and density. I also concluded that PS data are useful for improving S-impedance
estimates, while the pure-shear data are likely our only hope for constraining estimates of
the critical density term.
7.2 Synthetic Data
Synthetic PP, PS and SS data were created based on a simplified model from Well C
logs. This allowed for testing each of the initially planned inversion methods prior to field
data application. The results showed that each method accurately reproduced the model
parameters being inverted for up to the limit of the seismic frequencies. Subsequently, the
prestack inversion methods (PP and joint PP-PS) were tested on additional synthetics from
models with parameters shifted within the Eagle Ford interval, simulating a situation where
the rock properties of the reservoir are varying away from a test well. The results suggested
that PP data cannot be used to accurately estimate S-impedance and density when they vary
with respect to P-impedance from the relationships observed in the well logs. The addition
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of PS data improved S-impedance estimates for the test models, but did not provide any
uplift in density estimates. These observations confirmed what was expected from theory.
Therefore, it is unreasonable to expect density estimates from conventional PP-PS prestack
model-based inversion methods to be significantly better than those obtained from a direct
relationship to P-impedance.
7.3 Field Data
Prior to inversion, several steps needed to be applied to condition the seismic data. The
most significant was the removal of unreasonable lateral amplitude variations that were de-
termined to be related to survey acquisition and some of the pitfalls of production processing
that were not resolved by 5-D interpolation. They were corrected through the application of
a scalar per CDP that was applied to regularize amplitudes at the Anacacho–Austin Chalk
interface, which is just above the reservoir interval. This successfully resolved the issue and
allowed me to move forward in the inversion process. Through comparison to synthetic data,
I also was able to further QC the AVA behavior of the input field data to select the ideal
angle range for inversion.
Four inversion methods were applied to the Eagle Ford Project field data using the CGG
HampsonRussell software package: two on poststack data (PP and TT) and two on prestack
data (PP and joint PP-PS). The parameters controlling the behavior of each method were
tested exhaustively, both to understand their effects and to optimize each choice. From the
selected parameters, it is clear that there is no particular combination that works well for all
datasets, but rather the parameters for each must be individually adjusted. The outputs of
each inversion were compared to Well C along with blind wells in the study area to determine
their accuracy. The poststack methods both produced good estimates of the corresponding
impedance parameter, and the idea of poststack inversion of pure-shear data was validated,
although the result was limited by the resolution and relatively low signal-to-noise ratio of
the data. The prestack PP inversion produced accurate estimates of all inverted parameters,
with cross-correlation values above 0.9. Including PS data slightly improved the S-impedance
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result, as predicted, resulting in more substantially improved estimate of VP-VS ratio.
7.4 Analysis of Results
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, my work filled a key role in the Eagle
Ford Project by providing an improved understanding of the static reservoir through seismic
inversion. Specifically, various elastic property models were provided for further rock physics
analysis and for use in dynamic reservoir modeling. Initial analysis of these properties suggest
that they can be used to predict areas of the Eagle Ford and Austin Chalk reservoirs that
are ideal targets for future wells. This observation is based on comparison to microseismic
event locations and estimated ultimate recovery from decline curve analysis. From these
comparisons, it was determined that wells targeting the Eagle Ford should seek zones of
relatively high or low µρ values, corresponding to zones of brittleness (better for hydraulic
fractures) and zones of increased kerogen and natural fractures (better reservoir quality),
respectively. Wells landing in the Lower Austin Chalk should target only zones of low µρ
values. Since the formation is naturally more brittle and easier to stimulate due to its
lithology, a well’s success is affected more by the presence of organic material and natural
fractures.
7.5 Multicomponent AVA Inversion
To further study the potential of S-wave data for seismic inversion, a code was developed
to extend the methods of Simmons and Backus (1996) and Hampson et al. (2005) to 9-C
data. It was successfully applied to the Eagle Ford field data, demonstrating the value of the
prediction error methods employed for anomaly detection across the reservoir. The inability
of PS data to improve density estimates was further displayed, while including shear waves
marginally improved density estimates, as expected, but at a cost of decreased resolution.
Although this may not be particularly impactful in our case, these improvements could prove
to be very valuable in certain scenarios. This could potentially justify the acquisition of 9-C




Based on observations made throughout this work, I have several recommendations for
what processes could be improved (if the time were available) to refine the results and make
the analysis more robust.
A likely first-order source of error in my work is the assumption of isotropy in the reservoir.
We know that the presence of clay and kerogen in the Eagle Ford formation creates vertical
or tilted transverse isotropy (Sayers, 2013), and the addition of natural fractures that we
believe to exist in parts of the study area will result in azimuthal anisotropy. These effects
will change reflection coefficients and introduce error in our results. Additionally, a better
knowledge of the anisotropy could be useful for locating zones and intensity of natural
fractures, which can potentially have a significant impact on reservoir performance. As
mentioned in Chapter 2, the kinematic effects of anisotropy were removed during processing
(the P-wave data were prestack time migrated using a model that assumed anisotropy with
an orthorhombic symmetry), and birefringence corrections were applied to the converted
wave and pure-shear data. The impact and reliability of these corrections are not known.
Thus, to characterize the anisotropy, the data would have to be at least partially reprocessed.
If the data were reprocessed, attention should be focused on maintaining reasonable and
accurate amplitudes at the reservoir level. Although the solution I applied can be very useful
in a situation where time is limited, it would be ideal to address or avoid the problem during
data processing.
Further work could also be done to study the efficacy of the newly developed multicompo-
nent inversion method. Testing on a synthetic dataset or on data from a more conventional
play where the ZS and ρ values vary more significantly from the values predicted by the
input background relationships could give a better understanding of the capabilities of the
inversion using different combinations of wave modes. Tweaks to the method itself could




Overall, I have shown some of the value and limitations of the different seismic datasets
in a 9-C survey for AVA inversion purposes. Additionally, I convey the value of synthetic
data for testing methods and field data QC. I also show how the optimized seismic inversion
results can be used to characterize the reservoir and improve reservoir development. Various
steps along the way, most notably the lateral amplitude scaling solution, might be of use to
others following a similar workflow. Finally, my work is a key step towards accomplishing
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The inversion method detailed in Chapter 6 was tested on a synthetic dataset in order
to validate the numerical implementation of the code. A simple three-layer, 1-D model was
created, and PP, PS, RR, and TT synthetics were generated. The inversion was applied to
the synthetics, and the results are shown herein.
A.1 Model and Synthetic Data
A three-layer model was created using average VP , VS, and ρ values from the Austin
Chalk, Eagle Ford, and Buda intervals. Each layer was set at 500 ms time thickness to avoid
any effects of tuning or registration. From the model, the velocity and density contrasts
were calculated. These values were used in combination with the Aki and Richards (2002)
equations shown in Chapters 1 and 2 to calculate the PP, PS , SV, and SH AVA for incident
angles of 5◦, 15◦, 25◦, 35◦, and 45◦. Subsequently, these time series were convolved with
wavelets estimated from the corresponding field data limited angle stack volumes to create
the synthetic PP, PS, RR, and TT data. Figure A.1 illustrates this process.
A.2 Testing
Next, the synthetic data were used as inputs to the seismic inversion code. Five inversions
were applied, including PP, PS, RR, TT, and joint PP-PS-RR-TT (equally weighted). The
exact wavelets were used and the low-frequency model was calculated from the exact model.
All other input parameters except for σ2d remained the same as those applied to the field
data and described in Chapter 6; σ2d was adjusted for each input to appropriately scale the
outputs (as would be necessary for field data).
Figure A.2 shows the result of the PP inversion. The inversion outputs (∆ZP
ZP
, ∆ZS , and
∆ρ) are compared to the true values from the model with a lowpass filter applied. The
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Figure A.1: The model parameters (VP , VS, and ρ), calculated reflectivites, and synthetic
PP, PS, RR, and TT data used to validate the numerical implementation of the inversion
code.
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absolute parameters calculated are compared to the low-frequency model and the exact
model. The input data and the data misfit are also shown. Similar results are shown for PS
in Figure A.3, RR in Figure A.4, TT in Figure A.5, and joint PP-PS-RR-TT in Figure A.6.
Figure A.2: Results of applying the inversion to the synthetic PP data. Direct inversion
outputs (∆ZP
ZP
, ∆ZS , and ∆ρ) are shown in the first three panels in blue, with lowpass-
filtered, true model values shown in orange. The next three panels show calculated absolute
impedance and density values in blue, the true model in orange, and the low-frequency
background model in yellow. The data and misfit are shown in the seventh and eighth
panels.
Overall, the results show that the main parameter for each inversion (ZP for PP and
joint and ZS for PS, RR, and TT) is accurately estimated. The results on the remaining
parameters are variable, which is to be expected due to the limited ability of some wave
modes to resolve these values and the relatively small impact they have on the modeled
data. This is exaggerated by the fact that the initial model has minimal deviation from the
input background trends, as they were calculated from the same well logs. In cases where
the true ∆ terms are larger (e.g., away from well control), I expect that they would be much
more accurately estimated.
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Figure A.3: Results of applying the inversion to the synthetic PS data. Inversion outputs
(∆ZS , and ∆ρ) are shown in the first two panels in blue, with lowpass-filtered, true model
values shown in orange. The next two panels show calculated absolute S-impedance and
density in blue, the true model in orange, and the low-frequency background model in yellow.
The data and misfit are shown in the seventh and eighth panels.
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Figure A.4: Results of applying the inversion to the synthetic RR data. Inversion outputs
(∆ZS , and ∆ρ) are shown in the first two panels in blue, with lowpass-filtered, true model
values shown in orange. The next two panels show calculated absolute S-impedance and
density in blue, the true model in orange, and the low-frequency background model in yellow.
The data and misfit are shown in the seventh and eighth panels.
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Figure A.5: Results of applying the inversion to the synthetic TT data. Inversion outputs
(∆ZS , and ∆ρ) are shown in the first two panels in blue, with lowpass-filtered, true model
values shown in orange. The next two panels show calculated absolute S-impedance and
density in blue, the true model in orange, and the low-frequency background model in yellow.
The data and misfit are shown in the seventh and eighth panels.
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Figure A.6: Results of applying joint inversion to all synthetic data (PP, PS, RR, and TT).
Inversion outputs (∆ZP
ZP
, ∆ZS , and ∆ρ) are shown in the first two panels in blue, with lowpass-
filtered, true model values shown in orange. The next two panels show calculated absolute
impedance and density values in blue, the true model in orange, and the low-frequency
background model in yellow. The data and misfit are shown in the seventh and eighth
panels.
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Observations of the data misfit suggest the data is being accurately predicted with min-
imal misfit, as expected since the input is noise-free and the wavelets are known. This
further indicates that the code is behaving as expected. Based on the results of the syn-
thetic data testing, the numerical implementation of the code appeared to be in order. It
was subsequently applied and further tested on field data as described in Chapter 6.
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